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Introduction
The Power of Stories

strategic storytellers that movements for
justice need to effect the radical progres-

We know how much media and culture

sive change we seek.

impact our daily lives. All you have to
do is turn on the television or radio, or

Racism and Media Bias

open up a newspaper or
magazine to find stories

Movement sectors dedicated to racial

become the

that explain, justify, or

justice, economic and gender equity, and

strategic

challenge the policies and

youth rights are particularly vulnerable

institutions

shape

to the use of media bias to scapegoat his-

the conditions in which

torically disenfranchised communities,

that

we live. Stories are pow-

and to cloak the mechanics of structural

movements

erful. How these impor-

oppression. In the immediate aftermath

tant stories are told, who

of Hurricane Katrina, millions watched as

gets to tell them, and who

the impoverished black communities of

owns the infrastructure

New Orleans waded through troubled high

through which they pass

water seeking the two things most pre-

are important pieces on

cious to us all: safety and justice. Instead of

storytellers

for justice
need

that

the chessboard of justice. The news is

either,

one of the most powerful instruments of

described by news coverage as “looters”

official storytelling that exists, and the

or blamed for the poverty that prevented

U.S. media is among the most influential

many from evacuating. Like many commu-

storytellers in the world. Studies have re-

nities in the U.S., the survivors of Hurricane

peatedly shown that domestic and inter-

Katrina encountered a deadly combination

national U.S. policymaking increasingly

of social apathy, economic exploitation,

follows the agenda set by the press, mak-

and political disenfranchisement justi-

ing the capacity to tell compelling stories

fied by media coverage steeped in racial

essential to every campaign for social

stereotypes. Some died in New Orleans as

change. Organizers for justice recognize

a direct result of levee failure, but most

the need to tell powerful stories that

suffered in the aftermath from systemic

shift how the public thinks about the role

human failure—the failure of decision-

of government, expose who’s responsible

makers to break free of institutional rules

for change, and influence the outcome of

that favor the white and wealthy over the

critical policy issues. What most orga-

poor and black and brown, and the failure

nizers don’t know is how to become the

of news media to tell deeper stories of

survivors

found

themselves
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poor blacks and immigrants caught in the

opportunity for a national dialogue about

gears of structural racism, and how they

racial and economic justice. But as with the

fought and are fighting back.

aftermath of September 11th, conditions
in the Gulf Coast have barely improved.

Hurricane Katrina was only one of several

What has persisted is the naked truth that

recent national crises that both increased

in order to make concrete changes in peo-

the threat to poor and working class

ple’s lives, coverage of race and racism in

communities of color and presented an

America must also change.

Racing Age
The last four decades of conservative influence over media and public opinion
have left youth and communities of color caught in a peculiar crossfire of race
and age-based media bias. From a “war on poverty” in the 1960’s, to the war
against Vietnam in the 1970”s, a Regan-Bush led “war on drugs” in the 1980’s, and
a Bush-Clinton led “war on crime” in the 1990’s- national policy has been framed
for more than four decades in the rhetoric of war. While initially used to communicate a unified national commitment to improving economic conditions for
the nation’s poorest communities, this framing has primarily been used to code
racism in public policy, and scapegoat and criminalize communities of color. A
core strategy of this attempt to embed and cloak explicit structural racism has
been the “wedge issue”- and there has been no more influential wedge than the
fear of youth of color. Whether the policy issue at hand is immigration, education,
crime, poverty, or health care, media generated fear of children and youth of color
has been used to divide communities of color. Media images of Black and Latino
youth as “crack babies” and “superpredators” that emerged in the 80’s and 90’s
have become entrenched in public discourse, justifying the rollback on affirmative action, the re-organization of welfare, mandatory minimums, and decapitating the impact of the national conversation on racism that saw its height in the
1960’s. As a result, punitive zero-tolerance, loitering, anti-crime, anti-immigrant,
and anti-abortion policies have criminalized and incarcerated a generation.
Youth of color fought back, building vibrant organizations to respond to the laws
and media images that targeted them. To navigate and transform the crossfire of
racism and age-based bias in public debate, the youth organizing sector requires
communications strategies and media activism with the power to address the
racing of young age in media coverage of critical policy issues.
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Building Media Power,

Media Justice: An Affirmative

transforming Public Debate:

Framework for Media Change

The Youth Media Council
The particular media conditions faced by
Traditional communications frameworks

historically disenfranchised communi-

suggest that organizers should not and can-

ties demand an affirmative and relevant

not effectively confront issues of race and

change model to transform public debate,

racism. The racist, xenophobic, and fear-

the outlets that mediate public conversa-

mongering news coverage of September

tions, and the rules that regulate those

11th,

and

outlets, and build an alternative media

Hurricane Katrina is testament to the fact

Sensenbrenner’s

system in the service of justice. Media

that communications strategy and media

Justice is a participatory, relevant, and

activism must directly address structural

strategic framework for media change

racism to shift power relations and change

that centers the leadership and partici-

people’s lives. Organizing for racial, eco-

pation of historically disenfranchised

nomic, and gendered justice requires new

communities. Guided by a broad vision

media strategies that combine sophisticated

for social justice, this framework has five

communications

key assumptions:

with

H.R.4437,

constituency-led

media activism to directly confront media

1)

Media change of all kinds must ex-

bias against youth, women, queer com-

pose and directly confront the me-

munities and immigrants and tell com-

chanics of structural racism and

pelling stories of structural racism and
systemic oppression. It is out of this need

systemic oppression.
2)

that the Youth Media Council was born.

Leaders

from

historically

mar-

ginalized communities must be
developed as effective media ac-

The Youth Media Council (YMC) is a mem-

tivists and strategic movement

ber-driven media strategy and action center dedicated to building a strategic, col-

communicators.
3)

Media policy advocacy and strategic

laborative movement for racial justice and

communications are more effective

youth rights. Launched in 2001 in response

when clearly relevant to the primary

to bias against youth, and misrepresenta-

justice issues of the movement for

tion and racism in the media, our mission

racial justice, economic and gender

is to build the power of grassroots move-

equity, and youth rights.

ments and disenfranchised communities

4)

Compelling

communications

and

to transform public debate and media

media activism campaigns must be

policy in the service of justice.

both rooted in critical issues and



5)

coordinated across issue, sector, and

address structural racism in public de-

region for national impact.

bate and policy and create a media en-

When justice sectors strengthen com-

vironment in which campaigns for racial

munications strategies, center the

justice, economic and gender equity, and

use of culture as a communications

youth rights can thrive. The Youth Media

tool, employ winning frames and

Council is dedicated to building a strong

messages, and strengthen their in-

and effective movement for media justice

fluence over media rules and rights-

and supporting organizing groups to in-

the possibilities for transformative

corporate media as a tool to reclaim our

change skyrocket.

stories, reframe our humanity, strengthen our campaigns and determine our

Traditional media reform and commu-

destinies. This toolkit is intended to be a

nications strategies are insufficient to

contribution to that effort.
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Making This Toolkit Work For You
This is a Media Justice toolkit that recog-

landscaping and charting your media

nizes news and entertainment media as

strategy, to conducting effective press-

both an opportunity for and a potential

work, and documenting, evaluating, and

barrier to justice. Whether you’re a youth

sharing your communications work.

organizer who can’t get access
Use it to

to reporters, or who gets mis-

Section one shows you how to landscape

help you win

quoted because of age-based

media coverage of your issue to assist

campaigns.

media bias, or whether you’re

with campaign research and issue identi-

Use it to build

an organizer of color trying to

fication. Sections two and three will help

a progressive

tell your campaign story de-

you create a strategic media plan, a tar-

movement for

spite widely held stereotypes,

geted press list, and effective messages

racial justice,

the Communicate Justice 101

and stories. Sections four and five provide

because justice

toolkit is for you. Use it to help

samples and tools to support direct press-

just can’t wait!

you tell your stories. Use it to

work for creative actions and other orga-

help you win campaigns. Use it

nizing tactics. In section six you will learn

to build a progressive movement for racial

how to document, evaluate and share your

justice, because justice just can’t wait!

successes and lessons learned.

While many communications toolkits

Additional media action and issue-spe-

provide resources and information to

cific strategy resources are available at

conduct general media work for social

www.youthmediacouncil.org. Log in to

change, this Communicate Justice 101

find best practices and learn more about

toolkit is designed to provide the tips

successful communications work done

and tools necessary to conduct effective

by organizing groups across the coun-

media campaigns for youth rights and

try, and sign up for our e-bulletins to

racial justice.

plug into the growing movement for media justice!

Each section of this toolkit focuses on a
specific stage of strategic communica-

And please let us know what you think

tions, and features instructions paired

about Communicate Justice 101 by either

with easy-to-use worksheets and sam-

filling out the form at the end of the tool-

ples. Beginning with a tool to help orga-

kit and mailing it back to us, or going to

nizers assess their media readiness and

the youthmediacouncil.org feedback sec-

principles for effective media campaigns,

tion and sending an email to feedback@

this kit takes users on a journey from

youthmediacouncil.org.
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The Four-Step Reality Check
An Assessment Tool to Determine What You Need to Communicate Justice

Assess your organization or coalition’s media readiness by checking off all the boxes that apply. This
assessment will help you identify areas of work to focus on in order to make best use of this toolkit.
STEP 1: CHECK YOUR ORGANIZING STRATEGY
®

Can you clearly state your short term and long term social change goals?

®

Have you conducted a power analysis?

®

Do you know who your primary and secondary targets are?

If you can’t check all the boxes above, take a step back and define your organizing strategy. You can’t
communicate justice if you don’t know what piece of justice you want. See the resources section for
organizations that can support you in developing campaign strategy.
STEP 2: CHECK YOUR RESEARCH NEEDS
®

Do you know what your primary and secondary targets are saying about this issue? Do you know
what they really think about this issue? How does it compare with what you are saying?

®

Do you know about your targets’ weaknesses or contradictions?

®

Do you understand the policy landscape on your issue?

®

Do you know what solutions are being proposed in public debate on your issue?

If you can’t check all the boxes above, pay special attention to Chapters 1 and 2 of this toolkit for research
tips, tools and resources to support your communications strategy.
STEP 3: CHECK YOUR RELATIONSHIPS
®

Are you working in a coalition or alliance of other organizations on your issue?

®

Do you have strong relationships with reporters who cover your issue?

®

Have you addressed any previous negative history with outlets or reporters through editorial
meetings or other tactics?

If you can’t check the boxes above, pay special attention to Chapters 3 and 4 of this toolkit for relationshipbuilding tips, tools and resources.
STEP 4: CHECK YOUR CAPACITY
®

Have you evaluated and documented your past media coverage?

®

Do you have someone in your organization responsible for media work?

®

Do you have a process for conducting media work in your organization?

®

Do you have a process for building media skills in your organization?

®

Do you have resources to conduct media work?

®

Do you have infrastructure for tracking your press contacts, press releases and press coverage?

If you can’t check all the boxes above, pay special attention to Chapter 5 of this toolkit for capacity-building
tips, tools and resources.
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scope the scene

1
chapter

Scope The Scene
Imagine you want to take a road trip to

drive. When we invest time and energy

a place that looks just like your commu-

into communications strategy up front,

nity, but better. There are several ways to

we reap the benefits of less wasted time,

get there. There are scenic byways, direct

less wasted money, and more political

highways, and back-roads
Doing effective
communications
work for youth
rights and racial
justice is like taking
a well-planned
road trip.

impact on the path to social justice.

in between. The course
you choose depends on the

So how do you ensure that the road trip

landscape that surrounds

you take is the most strategic to reach

you. Are there traffic jams

your destination? Well, Confucious said

or roadblocks? Are there

that a journey of a thousand miles be-

dangerous drivers on the

gins with one step. Take that first step by

road? Are there others you

scoping the scene around your issue.

can caravan with who are
trying to get to the same

The tips and tools in this module will help

destination? Given all these questions,

you develop a landscape analysis of your

you decide to spend a few weeks – or even

issue through policy research questions

a few months – planning the trip of your

and media monitoring. You can apply this

life!

module when you are in research and issue identification stage of your organiz-

Doing effective communications work

ing campaign, or to ongoing research to

for youth rights and racial justice is like

sharpen your campaign strategy.

taking a well-planned road trip. As com-

1

munity organizers, we have limited time

Special thanks go out to The Praxis Project for

and resources, so it’s in our interest to

their analysis and tools on landscaping and

strategize before we jump in the car and

issue identification.

2

3

4

5

6

11
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scope the scene

G l o s s ary

Landscaping: the process of analyzing the current state of policy and public debate
on an issue
Landscape Analysis: the outcome of landscaping – an assessment that can be used to
develop organizing and communications strategy
Media monitoring: the ongoing process of documenting and analyzing on media
coverage of your issue.
Media Bias: unbalanced content that fails to tell a full story
Media Outlet: a media publication, website or broadcast station. For example, the
LA Times, your local news radio station, and your local ABC station are all
media outlets.
Media Format: refers to different types of media. For example print, TV, radio and web.
Policy Monitoring: the ongoing process of documenting and analyzing policy
developments on your issue
Public Debate: what people are saying about current events and issues in public
forums like the news and entertainment media
Public Opinion: what specific populations of people think about current events and
issues, often determined through monitoring media coverage, public opinion
polling, or focus groups
Public Opinion Monitoring: the ongoing process of documenting and analyzing what
specific populations of people believe about your issue.
Policy Debate: what lawmakers are saying about an issue, and what legislation
these lawmakers are trying to pass or introduce
Stereotype: An oversimplified idea of a group of people, reinforced by media
through labels (like “gangbanger” or “rowdy youth”), simplified characters, and
loaded images.

12
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scope the scene

SC OPE THE SCENE : se ction 1

Landscaping
WHAT IT IS

on the road to communicating justice.

To achieve your communications goals,

sitioned to apply your analysis through

Master this step and you’ll be well poand ultimately your social change goals,

a strategic media plan (see

you first have to understand the land-

Course: media Planning, p. 33 ),

scape of policy and opinion you’re try-

translate your analysis into frames, mes-

Chart Your

and

ing to shape. Communicating without

sages and stories that move people to

landscaping is like driving in a new city

action (see

Chart Your Course: big pic-

without a map. By landscaping policy

ture Framing. p. 27 ,

and opinion, you get a sense of what key

Position: Messaging & Storytelling,

players are thinking, saying and doing on

p. 57 & 74 ).

and

Assume Your

your issue.
WHAT YOU DO
The goal of landscaping is to develop an
analysis that supports issue identifica-

Developing a landscape analysis in-

tion, campaign development, and com-

volves three elements: policy monitoring,

munications strategy. A lot of radical

public opinion monitoring, and general

organizing groups get caught up in this

research.

landscaping stage. We tend to think that
our deep analysis automatically trans-

This section helps you with the broad

lates into moving messages. It’s hard

strokes of developing landscape analysis.

to move from analysis to communica-

The next section focuses on two primary

tions without knowing that developing

methods for landscaping: media moni-

this analysis is just the very first step

toring and content analysis.

5 Steps to Developing a Landscape Analysis
1. Map out what you know. Use the

Landscaping Checklist (p. 16)

to identify

the pieces of your landscape that you already understand.
2. Map out what you don’t know. Use the

Landscaping Checklist (p. 16)

to

identify research questions that will help you fill out your analysis.
3. Create a plan for how to answer these questions. Use the
Plan (p. 15)

Landscaping

to map out research tasks, duties and timeline.

4. Do the work.
5. Come back to the checklist. Can you check off most items on the list? If so,
you’re ready to move on.

13
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scope the scene

Using the information you learn from me-

cussions with staff and leaders to flesh

dia monitoring, and from research you

out answers to research questions and

might gather in partnership with policy

identify areas of agreement and dis-

and public opinion polling organizations

agreement. Provide relevant readings and

(see

Scope the Scene: Resources. p. 23),

you

summaries from media Monitoring (see

can begin to develop a landscape analysis

p. 17), and

that will help you construct your frame.

cluding multimedia resources that spark

make the discussions fun by in-

discussion, like relevant TV or web clips.
HOW YOU SHARE IT
WHAT YOU NEED
Analysis development is a great way for
organizing staff and leaders to build a

• Landscaping Plan, p. 15

collective understanding of your issue.

• Checklist for Developing a

You can set up a series of facilitated dis-

14

Landscape Analysis, p. 16
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scope the scene

w o r k s heet

Landscaping Plan
Policy Monitoring

Public Opinion Monitoring

Background Research

What method(s) will you use:

What method(s) will you use:

What method(s) will you use:

circle all that apply

circle all that apply

circle all that apply

Partner with a policy research

Conduct a public opinion poll/

Conduct web research, which

group or individual researcher,

survey

sites:

specify:
Conduct media monitoring
(see p. 17)

Conduct archival research, where:

Monitor a policy website or
other policy news source, what

Conduct a media content analy-

sources:

sis (see

p. 20)

Partner with an institution to do

Conduct interviews, with who:

Get insider information from a

the above (specify which method

policy contact, who:

and which institution):

What policy questions will you

What public opinion questions

What other research questions

answer:

will you answer:

will you answer:

Who will do this work?

Who will do this work?

Who will do this work?

By when?

By when?

By when?

15
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Checklist for Developing a Landscape Analysis
current conditions
$ and Power
¸

Who decides? Who usually makes decisions on your issue?

¸

Who was left out?

¸

Who has influence?

¸

Who got paid as a result?

Policies
¸

What laws have led up to or resulted in current policies/problems?

¸

What corporate rules or government regulations affect this issue?

¸

What decision-making processes are involved?

¸

Are these processes transparent/accountable?

Impact
¸

Privilege: Who benefits?

¸

Pain: Who loses?

What we need to win
	We need base
¸

Where is our base?

¸

What’s our infrastructure for being in touch/building/moving our base?
(canvassing, registration, database, phoning, events, etc.)

	We need to shift the public conversation
¸

Know our own solutions and why they work

¸

Unveiling the “hidden transcript”: What’s being implied but not explicitly
said?

¸

Plan for the long term

	We need to know what we want
¸

Research and documentation

¸

Alternative, understandable proposals

Reprinted with permission from The Praxis Project

16
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scope the scene

SC OPE THE SCENE : se ction 2

Media Monitoring
WHAT IT IS

document how widely-held stereotypes are
reinforced through biased media coverage.

Media monitoring is an effective method

As media becomes increasingly consoli-

for landscaping public opinion on your

dated, news stories are becoming less and

issue. To put it simply, media monitor-

less complex. Journalists face increasing

ing is the ongoing process of document-

pressure to produce sensational stories

ing and reflecting on coverage of your

with less depth and context than ever be-

issue. You can then apply your findings

fore. The result is that more stories rely

to your landscape analysis, to developing

on stereotyped characters, and have fewer

and sharpening your campaign strategy

sources and perspectives than before.

(see

Chart Your Course, p. 26 ),

and to

developing and sharpening your media

The first step to challenging this media

frames and messages (see

bias is to document it through media

Assume Your

Position, p. 59 ).

monitoring. By documenting media bias
you can then pro-actively confront it

As youth and racial justice organizers, me-

through your communications strategy

dia monitoring is also an important way to

and tactics.

what you do
1. Create your monitoring plan.
Use the Media

Monitoring Plan (p. 19)

worksheet to create your outlet list

and plan. Check out the worksheet for examples of print, TV, radio and web
outlets to monitor.
2. Prep your monitoring materials.
Use the Tips

for Monitoring Different Media Formats (p. 22)

to assess

what you need to do monitoring.
3. Do the monitoring.
Once you’ve created your monitoring plan, you’re ready to conduct
monitoring. Use the Media

Monitoring Chart (p. 20)

and accompanying

guiding questions to document what you find in coverage.
4. Apply your findings to your landscape analysis, or to sharpening
ongoing campaign strategy.
Use the Media

Monitoring Plan (p. 19)

worksheet to create a plan for

doing this.

17
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scope the scene

HOW YOU SHARE IT

WHAT YOU NEED

Discussing media coverage of your issue

•	Media Monitoring Plan, p. 19

can be a good way to start staff or mem-

•	Media Monitoring Chart, p. 20

ber meetings. If done regularly, monitor-

•

ing “check-ins” can help build your analysis and help build the media literacy of
staff and members. In the course of your
monitoring, select key stories to bring to
these meetings. Start the meetings with
a review of the coverage (TV web and radio clips work especially well for these
check-ins) and then throw out a few
questions from the
(p. 20)

18

monitoring chart

to spark discussion.

using the Media Monitoring
Chart guidelines, p. 21

•	Tips for Monitoring Different
Media Formats, p. 22
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Media Monitoring Plan
Print

(newspapers,
magazines, etc.)

Radio

(news radio,
music stations, etc.)

TV

(local news, talk
shows, sitcoms
etc.)

Web

(news sites, blogs
etc.)

Which media
outlets reach key
decision-makers
on your issue?

Which media
outlets reach your
constituency or base?

Of the above, which
outlet or outlets will
you prioritize?

What days will you monitor coverage? What times?

Who will do the monitoring?

How will you incorporate monitoring results into your landscape analysis?
(i.e., if through discussion, with who and when?)

19
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Media Monitoring Chart
Title of Story

Outlet

Reporter

Date

What do they
say about

What helpful

Names &

the problem,

images or

Organizations

the solution,

language is

& who’s

used?

responsible?

Opponents

Targets

Allies

20

What
stereotyping

What

images or

perspectives

language is

are missing?

used?
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Using The Media Monitoring Chart
• Identify characters and sources in

harm your work. For marginalized

coverage as 1) opponents (people or in-

communities, landscaping predomi-

stitutions with the power to maintain

nant stereotypes in coverage is key

the problem and who will not be influ-

to developing an effective commu-

enced), 2) targets (people or institutions

nications strategy. Does every story

who have the power to give you what

about youth of color mention gangs?

you want and who can be influenced),

Count the number of times the word

and 3) allies (people or institutions who

gang or gangbanger is mentioned in

are aligned with your agenda).

the week’s news.

• Write down key points in what these

• Lastly, document missing perspec-

characters are saying. How do they

tives and context. The absence of

describe the problem? Do they ad-

important perspectives and trends,

vance any solutions? Who do they

facts and statistics constitutes bias

say is responsible for the problem?

that can hurt your work. Do stories
about crime fail to mention falling

• Are there any helpful phrases or im-

crime rates? Are violence prevention

ages that you can use to support your

advocates sourced less than pros-

work?

ecutors or police? By documenting stereotypes and bias you are

• Take detailed notes on stereotyping language or images that could

equipped to challenge this bias in
your own frames and messages.
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Tips For Monitoring Different Media Formats
PRINT
• Decide which sections of your target print outlet you want to monitor. If you’re monitoring
a daily paper, you might want to choose just the front page and local sections. If you’re
monitoring a magazine, you might want to monitor just the images and feature stories.
• Cut out significant articles and file them in research files. You’ll want to refer back to any
articles that have key messages, facts, spokespeople, or bias that affects your issue.
• Pay attention to where stories appear in the outlet. Are they on the front page? Or buried in
the back? Front page stories are more prominent and considered more influential.
TV
• Decide how often you want to monitor your target TV shows, and if you’ll monitor the
entire show or just portions of the show. For example, you might want to monitor the entire
segment of an evening local news show, but only the leading stories, or first 20 minutes of an
hour-long nightly news magazine.
• Figure out a system for recording your segments so you can refer back to them when needed.
Use a good old-fashioned VCR recorder, a DVD recorder, or a system like TiVo.
• Pay special attention to the length of TV news segments. You might want to time them to
document how much airtime is devoted to your issue. Also pay attention to how much coverage
is just B-roll with the anchor reading on top of it, and how much coverage includes actual
spokespeople being interviewed by a reporter. If spokespeople rarely get to speak for themselves
on your issue, this is an incidence of bias worth noting and addressing through your campaign.
RADIO
• Decide which particular radio shows or segments you want to monitor from your target
radio outlet. Do you want to monitor just the news headlines? A news talk show? Or entire
segments of time, such as drive-time morning and afternoon programming?
• Figure out a system for recording your segments so you can refer back to them when needed.
Use a good old-fashioned tape recorder or a recording tool like the radio shark.
WEB
• Decide which websites or blogs you want to monitor and how frequently.
• Print out significant articles or blogs to refer back to. They may not be “evergreen”, meaning
they might be gone tomorrow.
• You might want to track how far a significant article or blog is reaching by doing a keyword
search and seeing how many places it’s linked to. This is a measure of influence and prominence,
and can give you an idea of where and to what audiences a particular message is being conveyed.
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R e s o u rc es

Media Monitoring
• Center for Media and Public Affairs: www.cmpa.com
• Berkeley Media Studies Group: www.bmsg.org
• Grade The News: www.gradethenews.org
• Grand Rapids Institute for Information Democracy: www.griid.org
• Youth Media Council: www.youthmediacouncil.org
Policy Monitoring
• Datacenter: www.datacenter.org
• Drum Major Institute: www.drummajorinstitute.org
• PolicyLink: www.policylink.org
• Political Research Associates: www.publiceye.org
• The Praxis Project: www.thepraxisproject.org
Public Opinion Polling
• The Gallup Poll: www.galluppoll.com
• The Pew Research Center: www.pewresearch.org
• Public Opinion Online: www.pollingreport.com
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Chart Your Course
Once you’ve scoped the scene and devel-

If you take the time to strategize before

oped a landscape analysis, you’re ready

sending out your press releases and call-

to chart your course for the road trip.

ing up reporters your ride will be much

Which course you take depends on your

smoother. In the end you’ll save your

frame of mind – do you want to take the

organization priceless time and scarce

opportunity to expose

money, and be much more effective at

yourself to countryside

both reaching your short-term goals and

If you take the
time to strategize

you never get to see? Or

setting the foundation for a long-term

before sending

do you want this trip

shift in public debate.

out your press

to be a joy ride straight

releases and

toward

destina-

Refer back to your landscape analy-

calling up

tion? Which course you

sis, set your frame of mind, and plan a

reporters your

take also depends on

strategic course to achieve your goals.

ride will be much

some practical issues at

Remember, any organization — no mat-

smoother.

1

2

your

hand: you have a specific

ter how small, how marginalized, or how

amount of time in which

inexperienced — can do effective media

to complete your road trip, you don’t

work if you plan for it. The overviews and

have much money, you’re facing obsta-

tools in this section will help you accom-

cles and speed-bumps, and you have

plish this vital step on the road to com-

certain people to find along the way.

municating justice.

Landscaping and monitoring has helped

Special thanks go to The Berkeley Media Studies

you broadly identify the kinds of people

Group, the Praxis Project and Hunter Cutting

who might help and hurt you along the

for the foundational concepts in the Big Picture

way, some obstacles you’re facing, and

Framing section, the Movement Strategy Center

opportunities ahead. Based on this anal-

for the Us vs. Them framing tool, and additional

ysis, you can set your frame, plan your

thanks to the Praxis Project and We Interrupt

route and create the ultimate map for a

This Message for the Media Planning Worksheet

rewarding trip.

in the Planning Section.

3

4

5

6
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Editor: a person in a media outlet responsible for assigning news stories and for
determining the final content of a news story. Editors generally have more
power than reporters to control what stories are placed, and what content is
included and what gets cut out.
Framing: similar to how a picture frame determines the boundaries of a photo
— what the viewer sees or doesn’t see — framing is the strategic process of
establishing the boundaries of a narrative. This includes your analysis of the
problem, why it’s important, and what can be done to solve it.
Media Bias: unbalanced content that fails to tell a full story
Media Planning: the process of identifying why you want to do media work, who you want
to reach, how you’re going to reach them, and what outcomes you want to achieve
News Hooks: opportunities that you can use to get your story covered in the news media
News Director: a person in a media outlet responsible for overall news quality and
news planning for the outlet. Generally, the news director has more power than
reporters and editors to determine what makes the news.
Piggybacking: the process of “jumping on” existing news by hooking your story to
this news
Press List: a list of the media makers you want to target in your campaign. A press
list includes contact information and notes that help you strategically build
relationships with each individual.
Producer: a person in a broadcast outlet who oversees the content of news
broadcasts. Their power and duties are similar to editors in print outlets.
Reporter: a person in a media outlet responsible for finding stories, interviewing
sources and creating the content of a news story
Stereotypes: an oversimplified idea of a group of people, reinforced by media
through labels (like “gangbanger” or “rowdy youth”), simplified characters, and
loaded images
Target Audiences: The people you want to reach and move to action to support your goals
Tracking: a fancy word for “keeping track of” as in, keeping track of (tracking) reporters
Wire Service: a news agency that gathers and shares stories with media outlets that
subscribe to the service. Examples are the Associated Press, Reuters and Bay
City News in the California Bay Area.
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Big Picture Framing
WHAT IT IS

There are two kinds of frames in communications work – a big picture frame

Given the landscape of your issue, you’ll see

and a story frame. A big picture frame

that there are a lot of different ways to look

captures your values and the change

at it. Framing will help you put boundaries

you want to make. A big picture frame

on this landscape. Framing focuses your

is like a wide-angle lens that captures a

work on the most strategic slice or angle

landscape in one snapshot, while a story

of your issue, so that you can channel your

frame is like a zoom lens that captures a

organizing and communications work to-

specific scene within the landscape (for

ward a single concrete problem with clear

more on story frames check out

solutions. For youth and racial justice or-

YOUR POSITION: Storytelling, p. 74 ).

ganizers, framing allows you to choose an

frame can be evoked by a simple phrase,

issue angle that exposes racial discrimina-

such as “driving while black” or “a living

tion and spotlights policy solutions.

wage.” These phrases each capture a

ASSUME

A

4 Steps to Big-Picture Framing
1. Get to know the principles. Review the worksheet on

Principles for

Effective Racial Justice Framing (p. 29).

2. Draw on examples. Use the

Sample Frames (p. 32)

sheet to see how these

principles apply to four frames for racial justice and youth rights.
3. Call out assumptions on your issue. There are a few assumptions that
broadly define “conservative” frames versus “progressive frames”. Use the attached

Assumptions: Ours vs. Theirs Chart (p. 30)

to identify the assump-

tions you’ll want to include and the assumptions you want to confront through
your frame.
4. Construct your frame. Now you’re ready to get to the heart of framing. It
would be nice if there was a 12-step process to constructing the perfect frame,
but in reality framing is a non-linear process that requires a series of strategic
discussions. Take a look back at the core beliefs, lessons learned from the framing for institutional accountability scenario, your landscape analysis results,
and your monitoring results. Use these results to discuss and answer the questions in the accompanying Construct Your

Frame (p. 31)

worksheet.
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picture of racial discrimination and eco-

the worksheet. Divide up into teams of two

nomic justice, leading audiences to logi-

or three. Orient participants to the task

cal solutions: stop racial profiling and

– they will work in teams to answer the

support higher minimum wages.

questions in each box, starting with box

Big picture framing can seem like a com-

number 1. The first team to complete the

plicated process, but the goal of it is sim-

fourth box wins! Report back each team’s

ple: to clarify what you believe is impor-

responses to each box and use these re-

tant about your issue, so you can clearly

sponses to have a group discussion. Ask:

communicate why people must take ac-

where is their alignment? Where is there

tion for change.

divergence? How can we deepen the alignment and minimize divergence?

HOW YOU SHARE IT
WHAT YOU NEED
The Construct Your Frame Worksheet
(p. 31)

is a good tool to use for a group

game. Gather a group of around 10 staff,
leaders and/or allies (any more would
make it difficult to have a deep discus-

28

•	Principles of Effective Racial
Justice framing, p. 29
•	Assumptions: Ours vs. Theirs
Chart, p. 30

sion) and put up butcher papers on the

•	Construct Your Frame, p. 31

wall – one butcher paper for each box on

•	Sample Frames, p. 32
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Principles Of Effective Racial Justice Framing
See the Sample

Frames (p. 32)

sheet to see these principles applied through four youth rights and racial justice

frames.
1. Introduce a new question into the debate.
As progressive and radical organizers we tend to think that making righteous statements will change people’s minds. It is much more effective to ask a strategically chosen question that steers audiences toward
answers that involve root causes of problems and systemic solutions.
2. Use this new question to expose structural racism.
Ever notice how WHY? Is a common response to injustices that people find morally unacceptable? When it
comes to race we can’t afford to be silent. We can’t afford to hit people over the head with a sledgehammer
either, because racism is one of the last explanations the public will accept as the cause of a problem. Try
introducing a moral question about racial disparities and audiences will inevitably be led toward answers
that expose institutional racism.
3. Appeal to widely-held values.
One common myth about communications work is that we can change people’s values if we say the right
thing. It’s not true; we can’t change what people believe about how the world works. But through strategic
framing we can show how our issue aligns with their values, and how they should take action to stay true
to these values.
4. Show how institutions are responsible for solving the problem.
Make sure your frame holds institutions and not individuals responsible for solving your problem. If
you’re working on education justice make sure you hold a decision-maker in the school system accountable instead of students or parents. This will lead to policy solutions that create systemic change in your
issue.
5. Construct your frame using vivid symbols and phrases.
Frames built on symbols or visuals that people can identify with, and phrases that audiences can quickly
understand are extremely effective. When you frame your issue, what do you see? How would you describe
what you see in a short phrase?
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Assumptions: Ours vs. Theirs
We believe

They believe

It’s The System

It’s “Some” People

Poverty and other social problems

Social problems are the result of lack

are systemic, not natural.

of initiative and individual failings

We All Deserve Good

Equality Is Unnatural

All human beings are basically connected and

Equality will only hurt what you have.

deserve the same things. Systems that help us

Equitable resource sharing will mean

spread “good” fairly don’t create laziness but bet-

less for you.

ter, more productive communities.
Government Has A Role To Play

Government Is Bad

The public sector government is an effective

Government is ineffective and should be run like

place to handle social issues and can be more

a business. The best option is to leave as much

accountable than corporations.

up to individuals, corporations and/or the market as possible.

Institutional Racism Still Exists

Institutional Racism Is A Thing Of The Past

The legacy of racism and white supremacy still

The civil rights struggle is over, and today the

shapes many institutional policies, rules and

main cause of inequality is natural class differ-

regulations, and must be exposed and addressed

ences. If racism exists at all, it is just through

if we are to achieve justice.

individual bigotry and ignorance.

We Are Part Of The World

The Us Is Unique/we Belong On Top

Our well-being, safety and quality of life increas-

We have nothing to learn from other nations,

ingly depends on how the U.S. operates in the

their systems won’t work here.

world. We can learn valuable things from other
countries that can make life better here.

Reprinted with permission from the Praxis Project
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Construct Your Frame

1

tHEM (opponents)
Who are they?

What do they really want (their goals)?

3

What is the dominant question that
opponents use to shape the debate?

What values/assumptions do they appeal to?

2

US
Who are we?

What do we really want (our goals)?

4

What is the new question you want to
introduce into the debate?

What values/assumptions do you want to
appeal to?

Who is responsible or to blame?

Who is responsible for addressing the
question?

What images or symbols do they use to

What image or symbol can you use to convey

convey what they want?

what you want?

What key phrases or words do they use to

What key phrases or words can you use to

talk about what they want?

talk about what you want?

Created by the Movement Strategy Center, adapted and reprinted with permission
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sample racial Justice Frames
Just Cause oakLand 2006

tes
CoLeman advoCa
s Campaign
lie
2006 Budget 4 Fami

Communications Campaign to fight
west oakland Gentrification

LOR
ME FAMILIES OF CO
WHY DO LOW-INCO
ANTO STAY IN SAN FR
HAVE TO STRUGGLE

DO BLACK PEOPLE HAVE TO LEAVE FOR THE

CISCO?

CITY TO DEVELOP?

nity
ity, fairness, opportu
Values: family, divers
of
ard
The Mayor, Bo
Who’s Responsible:
Supervisors
t for
d suitcases, red carpe
Images/Symbols: packe
families at City Hall

Values: cultural preservation, economic and racial
justice
Who’s Responsible: the Mayor, City Council
Images/Symbols: the West Oakland Train Station,
symbol of forced migration

Key Phrases:
ng to stay,
• Families are struggli
r ground,
• SF families stand ou
d
isco a city of hope an
• let’s make San Franc
opportunity for all

Key Phrases:
• African-Americans are being railroaded out
of Oakland
• Predatory development hurts our communities
• West Oakland for the People

sample Youth rights Frames
oakLand kids First
transportation Justice Campaig

n

orGaniZe da BaY
take Back our schools Campaig
n

WHY SHOULD STUDENTS HAV
E TO PAY FOR
AN UNFAIR TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM?

WHY ARE OAKLAND PUBLIC SCH
OOLS STILL
SEPARATE AND UNEQUAL?

Values: education, mobility, safe

Values: equality, quality educati

ty, racial justice

Wh o’s Res pon sib le: AC Tra
nsi t and the
Metropolitan Transportation Com
mission
Images/Symbols: A broken bus
Key Phrases:
• We need transportation to get

our education

on, racial justice
Who’s Responsible: Governor
Schwarzenneger,
the State Superintendent of Pub
lic Schools,
the state-appointed school adm
inistrator
Images/Symbols: mobilization
of students to
demonstrate student power
Key Phrases:
• Take Back Our Schools,
• will you support student voic
e
takeover?



or the state
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Media Planning
WHAT IT IS

aries on your landscape analysis. Now
you’re going to create a media plan that

Media Planning is the process of identify-

lays out why you are communicating your

ing why you want to do media work, who

frame, to who, and how you’ll do it. In me-

you want to reach, how you’re going to

dia terms, this means setting your media

reach them, and what outcomes you want

goals and outcomes, identifying media au-

to achieve. For marginalized communities,

diences, identifying what these audiences

media planning must also include identi-

read, watch and listen to, and timelining

fying obstacles to accessing media and

news opportunities for carrying out your

advancing your frame.

plan. Once you’ve done your planning, you
can identify media-makers to target to

You’ve created a frame that put bound-

help move your plan.

WHAT YOU DO

4 Steps To Media Planning
1. Get to know the elements of media planning. Follow the
Road Map (p. 35)

Media Campaign

below to see the key elements of media planning and how they

rollout over the course of an entire media campaign.
2. Define the scope of your plan. The scope of a media campaign can vary from
promotion for a single event, to a five-year plan for a long-term organizing
campaign. Use the attached

Scope Assessment (p. 36)

to determine the scope

of your plan.
3. Draw on a sample. Check out the Sample
to get an idea of how to use the Media

Media Planning Worksheet (p. 42)

Planning Worksheet (p. 38) .

4. Create your plan. If your answers to the scope questions involve a 2 year or
longer campaign, you may want to focus on crafting a long-term media strategy
(with goals and outcomes, audiences and key news hooks) while creating more
detailed media plans in smaller chunks (e.g. every 6 months or each year). Use
the guidelines to help you fill out the Media

Planning Worksheet (p. 38) ,

and

the news hooks for racial justice shet to help you identify news hooks.
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WHAT YOU NEED
•

Media Campaign Road Map, p. 35

•

Scope Assessment, p. 36

•

Newshooks, p. 37

•

Media Planning Worksheet, p. 38

•

guidelines for using the
planning worksheet, p. 41

•

Sample Media Planning
Worksheet, p. 42
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Media Campaign Road Map

Goal and Outcomes Setting
Why are you doing media work? Clearly state the changes you’re trying to achieve.
Clearly state the outcomes that will indicate you’ve achieved your goals.

Audience ID
Who has the power to give you what you want? Is it a politician? Voters in a
particular district? A corporate CEO? Or community members from a particular
neighborhood? Make a note if you have primary and secondary audiences.
Outlet ID
What outlets do your targets read, watch and listen to? Polticians usually
pay attention to opinion-leading outlets. Community members usually
pay attention to neighborhood outlets and alternative outlets.
News Hooks ID
Create a calendar of opportunities. News hooks are timely events that you
can plan media actions around. Hooks can include a local take on a national
issue, an anniversary, a holiday, or an event your target has planned.

Speed Bumps ID

Framing & Messaging Storytelling

Tactics & Materials Development
Relationship-Building

Plan for Victory!
Conduct Evaluation

35
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Scope Assessment for Your Media Campaign
1. How long is your social change project or campaign?

2. How do you want to use communications to achieve your social change goals?
(circle all that apply)

a.

To build legitimacy and credibility for your organization, issue or method

b.

To get your issue onto the agenda of public debate

c.

To insert your frames into an existing public debate

d.

To pressure targets

e.

To recruit members or volunteers

f.

To mobilize a constituency

g.

To counter stereotypes and bias

3. How much time will it take to achieve each of the broad goals circled above?

36
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News Hooks
News Hooks

Examples

Holidays

• International Human Rights Day (Dec 10)

Commemorative Days

• International Migrants’ Day (Dec 18)
• International Women’s Day (March 8)
• Labor Day
• National Day of Protest to Stop Police Brutality (Oct 22)
• Martin Luther King Jr. Day
• Chinese New Year
• February – Black history and women’s history month
• April Fools’ Day (April 1)
• Tax Day (April 15)

Anniversaries

• Anniversary of Roe v. Wade (Jan 22)
• Creation of juvenile justice system (first juvenile court created
1899)
• Voting Rights Act (August 6, 1965)

Seasonal Events

• Back to School
• End of School
• Spring Break

Political Events

• Presidential Election

Historic Markers

• Mayoral Elections
• Governor Elections
• State Budget released or approved

New Developments

• Bills in state legislatures

Events related to your issue

• New report releases
• City, state and federal budget developments

Stories already in the news

• Rise in international sex trafficking

Ways to localize a national story

• Reported job growth in CA & nation
• Local, state and national elections
• Social Forums
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Media Planning
Effective media advocacy is an integral part of your organizing campaign. The worksheet on the next three
pages will help you to think strategically about your media plans. The first and most important rule is: Create
your media plans before you start your campaign. Identifying your target audience(s) and outlets is just as
important as identifying your organizing targets. Get ready for media justice!
GOALS & OUTCOMES
Write your three main organizing goals here:

List three goals for your work with the media:

How will you know you’ve reached your goals?
List three outcomes that correspond to your media goals:

Created by the Praxis Project and We Interrupt this Message. Reprinted with permission.
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Media Pl a n n i ng c o n t.

TARGETS
Whom do you want to reach? Remember any targets you identified.

Organization/

Why do we want

What do we want

What do they

What/whom do

Constituency

them?

them to do?

care about?

they read, watch,

(Values, Vulnerabilities)

listen to?

OUTLETS
What are the best media for conveying this message for each target?
(List targets and choose one or more that fit. Try to focus on no more than three)

Large Academic Publications

News media:
on-line

print

radio

Professional development or journal articles

television

Entertainment media

opinion

Other online media

Advertising:
radio

Personal networks

billboards/public kiosks

television

on-line

print

other

Other (leaflets, etc)

Created by the Praxis Project and We Interrupt this Message. Reprinted with permission.
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Media Pl a n n i ng c o n t.

HOOKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
List upcoming events and products, date they are scheduled to be completed and whether they have any
piggybacking opportunities:
Event/Product

Date to be done

News hooks /
Media opportunities

List other events and news hooks you know about (annual conferences, anniversaries, etc.) that provide
opportunities to communicate with others and advance your goals:

TIMELINING
Organize these events in chronological order and prioritize which are the communications opportunities
you’d like to follow up on.

TASKS
Identify what tasks need to be done and by whom in order to complete the follow up:

Created by the Praxis Project and We Interrupt this Message. Reprinted with permission.
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Using the Media Planning Worksheet
1. 	Set Concrete Goals. What concrete measurable goals can you set that specify outcomes you want to
achieve? Here are two examples:
“To conduct a year-long marketing campaign to promote our services and recruit 20 new members.”
Or “To conduct a three-month electoral media campaign to highlight the racist impacts of measure A,
in order to shift voter opinion and defeat the measure in the November elections.”
2. 	Identify Audiences. Given your goals, who has the power to give you what you want? You may have
multiple audiences. You may have a primary audience who is the ultimate decision-maker (i.e., a
politician), and a secondary audience who has influence over the ultimate decision-maker (i.e., voters). Get
as specific as possible so you can create messages targeted to each audience.   
3. 	Identify Media Outlets. What media outlets do your audiences read, watch and listen to? Politicians
usually pay attention to opinion-leading outlets like the Washington Post or the Sacramento Bee.
Community members may pay attention to neighborhood newspapers and alternative outlets. Consider a
mix of opinion-leading and alternative outlets, as well as a mix of formats including print, radio, web, TV
and new technology like blogs and podcasts. Be comprehensive. The list you create in this planning stage
will be the foundation for your press list.
4. 	Identify News Hooks. News hooks are timely happenings that you can plan media actions around,
and may include a local take on a national issue, an anniversary, a holiday, or an event your target has
planned (like an inauguration). News hooks can be issue-specific. For example, the first day of school or
the anniversary of Brown v Board of Education are good hooks for an education justice campaign. Create
a calendar of opportunities. You can narrow this list later when you plan specific tactics or events.
5.

Foresee Obstacles. What challenges and barriers might prevent you from getting the coverage you
want? Is there other big news brewing that could eclipse your news? What stereotypes or bias might
keep your story from being told in a fair, balanced and accurate way? Brainstorm potential obstacles and
discuss strategies to overcome them.  

6. Create a Timeline. Timeline the remaining key components of your media campaign: messaging,
storytelling, and news hooks (placeholders for newsworthy media events you might hold). Create a
timeline for the messaging and storytelling stage that accounts for deep discussion, monitoring existing
news coverage, research, testing, drafting and then refining to create strategic messages and stories. This
span of time can be anywhere from three two-hour sessions to a series of regular meetings over many
months. It depends on the scope of your campaign and your organizational capacity.
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sample media planning worksheet: oakland kids First
Effective media advocacy is an integral part of your organizing campaign. The worksheet on the next 3 pages
will help you to think strategically about your media plans. The first and most important rule is: Create
your media plans before you start your campaign. Identifying your target audience(s) and outlets is just as
important as identifying your organizing targets. Get ready for media justice!
GoaLs & outComes
Write your main three organizing goals here:
To get AC Transit to guarantee a free or $10 bus pass for low-income youth
To pressure the MTC to allocate more resources to AC Transit
To pressure AC Transit for improved bus and bus shelter conditions
List three goals for your work with the media.
To show AC Transit that youth rely on affordable bus service to attend after-school programs
To counter the ageist myth that youth are not a significant ridership for AC Transit
To highlight MTC’s racial discrimination in resource allocation
How will you know you’ve reached your goals?
List three outcomes that correspond to your media goals.
Earn coverage with Kids First youth quoted as spokespeople
Earn coverage that spotlights MTC’s racial discrimination in resource allocation
Preserve discounted youth passes on AC Transit

4
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sampLe me d i a p L a n n i n G C o n t.

tarGets
Whom do you want to reach? Remember any targets you identified.

why do we want
them?

what do we want
them to do?

what do they
care about?

what/whom do
they read, watch,
listen to?

AC Transit Officials

They have
the power to
reprioritize AC
Transit spending

Commit to
keeping bus passes
affordable for lowincome youth - 10
or lower

Cutting costs
Staying out of the
“red”

ANG Newspapers,
especially
editorials
network TV news
Major radio news
- KGO, KQED, KCBS

MTC Officials

They have the
power to allocate
resources to Bay
Area transit
systems

Commit to giving
AC Transit as
much funding as
transit systems
in richer areas
(e.g. Golden Gate
Transit)

Public Opinion

(Values,
Vulnerabilities)

Sample Media Planning:
Oakland Kids First

organization/
Constituency

outLets
What are the best media for conveying this message for each target?
(list targets and choose one or more that fit. try to focus on no more than three)

Large Academic Publications

News media: √

print

√

radio

Professional development or journal articles

√

teleVision

Entertainment media

on-line
opinion Oakland Tribune, KTVU
Channel 2, KRON, NBC Channel 11, KCBS / CBS
Channel 5, KGO / ABC Channel 7, KQED

Other online media

Advertising:
radio

Personal networks

billboards/public kiosks

teleVision

on-line

print

other

Other (leaflets, etc)

4
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sampL e m e d i a p L a n n i n G C o n t.

hooks and opportunities
List upcoming events and products, date they are scheduled to be completed and whether they have any
piggybacking opportunities:

event/product

date to be done

news hooks /
media opportunities

Rider Surveys

release our results

May 18th Public Hearing

report release and youth rally

June 1st Decision

claim victory or turn up the heat

List other events and news hooks you know about (annual conferences, anniversaries, etc.) that provide
opportunities to communicate with others and advance your goals:

timeLininG
Organize these events in chronological order and prioritize which are the communications opportunities
you’d like to follow up on.
4/25 - 5/3

4/30
4/30
5/2
5/4
5/11
5/16
5/17
5/18
5/19
Wk of 5/23
Wk of 5/23
6/1
6/2
next weeks
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Julie

Materials development:
Media Advisory for May 18
Fact Sheet or Newsletter
Spokesperson bios & contact info for youth and parents
Transpo Justice Coalition - Messaging
Jen + Kids First Organizers - Creative Action Training
Jen
Updated press list
Julie
Fax and email media advisory to press list
Pitch calls to reporters immediately afterward
Julie
Fax and email media advisory to press list again
Julie
yep one more time fax and email MA to press list
Pitch calls - call till you get an answer from every single person on the list
Jen
media Sign in
Julie + Jen - Media coverage tracking
Julie
Debrief and evaluation
Jen
Editorial meeting with ANG newspapers
Julie
rally? calls to media
Julie
press release about decision
Evaluation/next steps
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C HART Y OUR C OURSE : S ection 3

Press Lists
WHAT IT IS

right tools and consistent media monitoring, you can keep an A-list of the me-

For marginalized communities, creat-

dia-makers you need to help turn your

ing a targeted press list is like having a

media plan into reality.

compass to guide you on your trip. You
could have the tightest media plan in the

WHAT YOU DO

history of your issue, but if you haven’t
identified what reporters you’ll target to

SEE NEXT PAGE

help execute your plan, you could end up
way off course.

HOW YOU SHARE IT

During media planning, you listed out-

Log on to the Echo Movement Press

lets that your target audiences read,

Database!* This database takes the

watch and listen to. Now it’s your job to

isolation out of press list building

determine who exactly at that outlet is

and press release writing. Using this

responsible for assigning and reporting

database, you can create press lists

on your issue.

from the user-driven databank of more

As you build and maintain a press list,

share and build off other organization’s

it’s a good idea to keep notes on editors

press lists and press releases.

than 3,000 press contacts, and you can

and reporters. What have they done on
this issue in the past? Do you have a pre-

This collective approach to press lists

vious history with them and what was

helps build communications power for

that like? Given this, how will you ap-

our movement!

proach them now? Taking notes like this
transforms your press list into a stra-

WHAT YOU NEED

tegic guide for building relationships
with reporters (see

enter the Debate:

Building Relationships, p. 124 ).

•	Pyramid of Media Power, p. 47
•	Reporter Tracking Form, p. 48
•	Press list template, p. 49

It may seem like a daunting task to main-

•	Echo Press Database overview, p. 51

tain an updated press list, but with the

*www.echo.youthmediacouncil.org/home
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WHAT YOU DO

6 Steps to Creating Your Press List
1. Start a system. Use the

Press List Template (p. 49)

in this section to start

your press list, or if you’re a grassroots group based in California, you can take
advantage of the Echo Movement Press Database, where you can build press
lists from more than 3,000 contacts and share lists and press releases with
other users.
2. Create a list of target media outlets. Refer back to the media outlets outlined
in your media plan, and plug them straight into your press list.
3. Supplement this list by filling in reporters at each outlet who cover your
issue. Refer back to your media monitoring to identify reporters who consistently cover your issue. Begin your press list by identifying the reporters at
each of these outlets that cover your issue. With increasing media consolidation, there are fewer and fewer beat reporters responsible for covering one specific issue. But there are still some, and you can identify trends in what reporters cover even if they aren’t officially assigned to a beat.
4. Keep track of reporters who call your organization for information or
interviews. Use the Reporter Tracking

Form (p. 48)

to capture reporter’s in-

formation when they call.
5. Monitor outlets or call newsrooms to find out which news directors, editors, producers and reporters are responsible for covering or assigning
reporters to cover your issue. Check out our
47)

Pyramid of Media Power (p.

to get an idea of who’s who in different media outlets, and how they relate

to each other.
6. Treat your press list like a “little black book” of relationships you want to
build. Take the two notes fields at the right of the press list template seriously.
Document how you’ve dealt with the reporter in the past if at all, and document
how they’ve covered your issue in the past. Then jot down notes about how you
want to approach the individual now.
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Pyramid of Media Power
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Reporter Tracking Form
Use this form to keep track of all reporters who call your organization for information or interviews.
You can then add these reporters to your press list with a note about when and why they called.
Today’s Date:

Outlet Name

Type Of Media

TV

(Circle One)

Other:

print

radio

web

Address

Media Contact Name

Position

Editor

(Circle One)

Other:

Phone

Fax

Email

Issue

What Did The Reporter
Request?
Notes

48

Reporter

Producer
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Press List Template
When creating a press list, you generally want five types of contacts in the list:
1.

Reporters/Journalists

2.

Editors/Producers

3.

News Directors

4.

Newsdesks

5.

Wire Services

Each of these types serves a specific function in news production (see Chart Your

Course: Glossary, p. 26 )

so it’s important to target media makers at all points of production.

Outlet (TV, Print, Web, Radio and Wire Services)

first name

last naMe

position

Phone

fax

Email

What have they done on this issue in the past?

How do you want to approach them now?

Outlet (TV, Print, Web, Radio and Wire Services)

first name

last naMe

position

Phone

fax

Email

What have they done on this issue in the past?

How do you want to approach them now?

Outlet (TV, Print, Web, Radio and Wire Services)

first name

last naMe

position

Phone

fax

Email

What have they done on this issue in the past?

How do you want to approach them now?

49
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press lis t t e m plat e c o n t.

Outlet (TV, Print, Web, Radio and Wire Services)

first name

last naMe

position

Phone

fax

Email

What have they done on this issue in the past?

How do you want to approach them now?

Outlet (TV, Print, Web, Radio and Wire Services)

first name

last naMe

position

Phone

fax

Email

What have they done on this issue in the past?

How do you want to approach them now?

Outlet (TV, Print, Web, Radio and Wire Services)

first name

last naMe

position

Phone

fax

Email

What have they done on this issue in the past?

How do you want to approach them now?

Outlet (TV, Print, Web, Radio and Wire Services)

first name

last naMe

position

Phone

fax

Email

What have they done on this issue in the past?

50

How do you want to approach them now?
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Echo Press Database Overview

IF

YOUR

ORGANIZATION

IS

IN

CALIFORNIA: You can benefit from

press lists and networking with likeminded organizers!

our online echo press database, with
more than 4,000 press contacts in

Annual subscriptions are sliding scale

California and key national contacts

based on your group’s budget size, and

across the U.S.

range from $60-$1500. Whereas other
databases charge upwards of $2000 per

The Echo Press Database is a tailored,

year, or offer flat non-profit rates with-

sophisticated media tool created by and

out taking into account your budget size,

for social justice groups in California.

with Echo you get customized data and

For a fraction of the price of corporate

a chance to network with peers for less

media databases, this online media en-

than .1% of your budget – and you’re sup-

gine has thousands of media contacts

porting movement infrastructure at the

updated regularly by a statewide net-

same time!

work of organizing and advocacy groups.
It includes key national contacts like

We do offer “scholarship” subscrip-

CNN and Associated Press, as well as

tions on an as-needed basis. Call or

hundreds of contacts for local, youth and

email for more information, or to sign

ethnic media.

up now! 510-444-0640 x 333 or email
echo@youthmediacouncil.org

The Echo Press Database is an easyto-use,

on-demand

application

for

tracking your media contacts, building

Brought to you by Youth Media Council and
Media Alliance.
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Communicating Racial Justice:
The Budget 4 Families Campaign
Overview

The 2000 census was a wake-up call for Coleman
Advocates for Children and Youth. The census showed
that San Francisco has the smallest child population
of any major city in the nation. For an organization
with a 30-year history improving the lives of children
and youth in San Francisco, this finding was a call to
action.
Coleman Advocates decided it was time to apply its
citywide political muscle and advocacy power to organizing low-income families of color against gentrification and displacement. As part of a long-term campaign to keep families in San Francisco, Coleman and
a coalition of advocacy and service partners crafted
a short-term aggressive campaign to win immediate
gains for low-income families. The “Budget 4 Families”
coalition demanded and won $10 million dollars for
job training and placement in living wage jobs, quality childcare, violence prevention services, and assistance to keep families in affordable housing.
Steps to Success
• Coleman conducted strategic research
that put race at the center. Coleman’s

migrants, while many Latino and Asian families

first successful step in communicating for racial

have lived in the city for generations. After white

justice was their report, “Families Struggling to

families, the second largest group of families are

Stay: Why Families Are Leaving San Francisco and

Asian, primarily Chinese. The poorest neighbor-

What Can be Done.” Through this in-depth report,

hoods of the city have the highest concentrations

Coleman framed current conditions as a crisis for

of children, and while African American chil-

low-income families of color. Coleman found:

dren have the highest rates of poverty, the great-

Compared to the rest of the city, San Francisco’s

est number of poor children are Chinese.

families are disproportionately low and moderate income, and are people of color. Significant
proportions of the city’s families are recent im-
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• Coleman crafted a visionary frame.
Coleman asked the YMC to support its
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The first was a press conference on the steps of city

ing Coleman through a strategic discussion about

hall to launch their Budget 4 Families platform. The

the current problem, current assumptions, and bar-

press conference featured remarkable visuals that

riers they would face in communicating about this

captured the problem, solution and vision — suit-

issue. YMC suggested they ground their communi-

cases resting on the steps of city hall represented

cations work in a visionary, solutions-based frame.

families leaving San Francisco, a red carpet leading

Coleman’s “families stand our ground” frame cen-

to the doors of city hall implied the Mayor could

tered the power of families organizing to transform

“roll out the red carpet” for these same families by

a city at a crossroads. Decision-makers and media-

investing more money in needed services. The sec-

makers were unable to disagree with such a power-

ond was a Stand Up for Families rally attended by

ful and unifying vision.

more than 800 people. The rally featured familyoriented services including games, vendors, booths

• Coleman positioned families of color

and speakers. Coleman leaders threatened with dis-

as the majority in opposition to a clear

placement delivered moving testimonials on their

public target: Mayor Gavin Newsom. YMC

struggle to stay in S.F. Both these events earned

conducted a series of discussions with Coleman to

media coverage on every major TV network, the San

craft a strategic story that conveyed their frame.

Francisco Chronicle, and numerous community and

While Mayor Gavin Newsom had gained notoriety

ethnic outlets.

as a supporter of gay marriage, as a harsh crusader
against homelessness, and as a dubious friend of

• Coleman used mass-based advocacy to

labor by supporting striking hotel workers, he had

strengthen their ‘insider’ game. By this

not done much in his tenure to support poor and

point, the Mayor and the Board of Supervisors were

low-income communities of color in San Francisco.

already responding to Coleman’s demands. But to

Coleman told a story of thousands of families of

seal the deal, Coleman organized a “family sit-in”

color in the Southeastern neighborhoods of the city,

during the last budget hearing at city hall. More

neglected by a Mayor beholden to corporate devel-

than 150 people packed into the room pressuring the

opment interests and his own public image. In do-

Board of Supervisors to pass Coleman’s proposed

ing so, Coleman effectively positioned families of

$10 million budget. Coleman director N’Tanya Lee

color as unsung heroes in need of support, and pig-

describes the scene:

gybacked off the media’s daily attention to “golden

We did it “family style,” with pizza, juice and

boy” Mayor Newsom.

games for the kids and a welcoming, bilingual

Communicating Racial Justice:
The Budget 4 Families Campaign

media strategy development. YMC began by lead-

organizing crew for the ethnically diverse crowd.
• Coleman designed powerful base-build-

Volunteers got on their knees and played bingo

ing media events. Coleman executed two cre-

with the kids. It was more like a family-friendly

ative tactics that cultivated media leaders, mobi-

house party than a budget meeting, and low-in-

lized their base, and pressured decision-makers

come families finally felt ownership of their own

through creative communications and people power.

City Hall.
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Impacts

munications strategy unafraid to center the problems
and power of communities of color, Coleman and their

Over a short but intense seven months, Coleman and

allies won a life-and-death victory for low-income

the Budget 4 Families coalition conducted creative

families in SF. Coleman is now preparing to launch

media work, and organized 1,000 people to win $10

a long-term campaign to improve public education

million for essential violence prevention, childcare,

and secure more quality affordable housing in San

affordable housing and job training services. And

Francisco. They are prioritizing communications by

they won.

hiring a development and communications director
to resource their ongoing struggle for racial justice in

With vision, effective organizing and a creative com-

54

San Francisco and beyond.
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R esour c es

Framing
• Don’t Think of an Elephant by George Lakoff. Available from Chelsea Green
Publishing: www.chelseagreen.com
• Youth Media Council: www.echo.youthmediacouncil.org/home
• Frameworks Institute: www.frameworksinstitute.org
• Real Reason: www.realreason.org
• The Opportunity Agenda: www.theopportunityagenda.org
• The Praxis Project: www.thepraxisproject.org
• Talking the Walk, by Hunter Cutting and Makani Themba-Nixon, available
through AK Press: www.akpress.org
• The Rockridge Institute: www.rockridgeinstitute.org
Media Planning
• Core Communications: www.corecommunications.org
• The Spin Project: www.spinproject.org
• Youth Media Council: www.echo.youthmediacouncil.org/home
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ASSUME Y o UR POSITION

3
section

ASSUME YOUR POSITION
You’ve charted your course; you know

broad thinking into sharp messages and

where you’re going and how you’ll get

stories that answer three strategic ques-

there; you’re prepared with a map, a plan,

tions: 1) Why are you taking this trip

and the right frame of mind. Now imagine

(doing this work)? 2) What problem will

that on this road trip, you’re driving a big

it address and what solution will it ad-

charter bus. This isn’t a solo trip. In order

vance? 3) Most importantly, why should

to reach your destination,

people care? Why should they choose to

This isn’t a solo

you need allies, part-

get on the bus or choose to help the bus

trip. In order

ners, and a base of sup-

reach its destination?

to reach your

porters. Along the way,

destination,

you’ll have to reach out

By answering these questions in lan-

you need allies,

to these groups and con-

guage that speaks to your target audienc-

partners,

vince them to get on the

es, you’ll create the raw strategic content

And a base of

bus. Along the way, you’ll

you need to move audiences to action.

supporters.

also have to reach out to

The overviews and tools in this section

gatekeepers who may put

will help you develop strong messages

up roadblocks or give you the green light

and stories to effectively communicate a

on the way to your destination. Most of

clear position for justice.

these people are hard to reach from the
road, so you’ll have to project your posi-

Special Thanks to We Interrupt this Message for

tion clearly so they know who you are,

the foundation of the Elements of an Effective

what you’re about, and what they need to

Message tool, to the Movement Strategy Center

do to achieve a better community.

for their Problem Tree and Vision Circle tools,
to the Praxis Project for their Audience Values

1

Once you have your course and frame

chart, and to Charlotte Ryan for her Framing

charted, you’re ready to translate this

for Institutional Accountability tool.

2

3

4

5

6
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G l o s s ary

Episodic Stories: stories that focus on an individual or group of individuals and one
specific activity in which they were involved
Core Message: a message for your campaign or issue that you can tailor to different
audiences, and to different media tactics
Media Message: a message is a strategic statement that communicates your position
and your call to action. There are three main ingredients to a message: 1) stating
the problem in your terms, 2) using shared values to describe what’s at stake
(or why people should care about the problem), and 3) advancing a solution that
tells targets what action they must take to solve the problem.
Media Messaging: the processing of crafting what you will say and how you will say
it so your audiences will be moved to action
Morals: in storytelling, the lesson to be learned. Morals can also be another word for
values (see below).
Shared values: principles or standards that you and your target audiences have in
common
Storytelling: the strategic process of crafting a story that will convey your big
picture frame and messages through a newsworthy hook, compelling characters,
well-researched historical and policy context, and a moral that conveys your
solution and vision
Target Audiences: the people or groups of people you need to move to action to reach
your goals
Thematic Stories: stories that focus on trends, themes, policy or history and follow
individuals or groups of individuals in the context of these larger themes
Values: principles or standards that guide human action
What’s At Stake: another way of saying why an issue matters, or what would happen
if this problem was not solved
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ASSUME YOUR POSITION : Section 1

Messaging
WHAT IT IS

For example, education justice organizers in Oakland, CA used the following
message to draw attention to ongoing

The simple equation:

school inequity: “No Child Left Behind

What’s the problem?

has robbed us of our education. Instead

What should be done?

of getting the resources we need to de-

What’s your vision for change?

velop our own leadership, we’re pun-

Why should people care?

ished for being poor. On the anniversary

A sound message.

of Brown vs. Board of Education, we’re

+

asking that Mayor Brown create a resolution for noncompliance with the No
In the simplest terms, messaging is craft-

Child Left Behind Act so that our public

ing what you will say and how you will say

schools can provide quality education for

it so your audiences will be moved to ac-

all.” Once you’ve created a core message

tion. For marginalized communities, mes-

for your campaign, you can use it in your

saging also involves confronting stereo-

media materials (see Enter the

types and offering alternative solutions.

p. 85 ),

Debate,

break it down into soundbites for

your spokespeople to use in interviews
Remember
(See

your

big-picture

frame

Chart Your Course: Big Picture

Framing, p. 27 )? Your

frame put boundar-

(see Shape the

Debate, p. 131 ), and

inject

it into one of the most powerful tactics in
communications: the story (see next sec-

ies on your issue so you could focus on a

tion Assume Your

particular position. Your message fills in

ing, p. 74 ).

Position: storytell-

this focused space so you can communicate your position.

HOW YOU SHARE IT

Messaging seems like it should be really

Your messages must be tested, evaluated

easy – just say what you mean. It’s a little

and refined based on audience reaction

more complicated than that. Messaging

and developments in your issue. You can

requires you to not just say what you

test your messages by conducting focus

mean, but to say what you need to say

groups or surveys with audiences, ask-

to connect with your audiences and in-

ing your friends, relatives and neighbors

spire them to make change. Tried and

what they think, and by evaluating your

tested communications work shows that

media coverage. You can keep up with de-

messaging includes communicating the

velopments in public dialogue on your is-

problem, your solution, your vision for

sue by monitoring coverage. You might do

change, and what’s at stake.

this weekly, monthly or quarterly
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5 Steps to Effective Messaging
1. Get familiar with the elements. Messaging is a creative process that requires dedicated time and patience. Take a look at the attached
an Effective Message (p. 62)

Elements of

worksheet to get familiar with the elements you

will need to create a strategic core message.
2. Brainstorm your message. Your messages must be tailored to your target
audiences. But before you tailor your message, you must construct a core message that conveys your big picture frame. You can begin by translating your big
picture frame into concrete statements by doing a visual brainstorming exercise using the accompanying problem tree, vision circle and solutions frame
worksheets. See the
and the Sample

Guidelines for Message Brainstorming (p. 63)

Messages (p. 70)

sheet,

for a completed brainstorm.

3. Draft a core message. Refer again to the Elements of an Effective Message
(p. 62)

worksheet. Apply these elements to the raw ingredients from your brain-

storming, and draft a core message using the attached

Core Message (p. 71)

worksheet. Remember that an effective message must actively challenge dominant stereotypes in coverage of relevant issues.
4. Tailor to your audiences. An effective message will move your target audiences to action. But you can’t move your audiences to action if you don’t know
what they already believe in and care about. Drawing on your media monitoring research and your personal experience, use the accompanying
Values Chart (p. 72)

Audience

to map out your target audiences key beliefs, assumptions

and values about this issue. Fill out one chart per target audience.
5. Polish your message. Once you’ve charted each of your audiences’ self-interests,
values and beliefs, you’re ready to polish your message. Based on your charts,
identify stereotyping beliefs or assumptions your audiences hold that you must
confront through your message, identify shared assumptions you want to highlight in your message, and pick one shared value you want to appeal to that will
convey what’s at stake. Then fill out one of the attached Message
73)

worksheets for each target audience. Check out the attached sample mes-

sages to get an idea of what polished effective messages look like.
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depending on your organizational capacity and the timeline of your campaign.
Ask yourselves: how will you test your
messages? Who are a few key representatives of your target audiences that you
can get feedback from?
WHAT YOU NEED
•	Elements of a successful
Message, p. 62
•	Guidelines for Message
Brainstorming, p. 63
• message brainstorm step 1:
Problem Tree, p. 64
• message brainstorm step 2:
Vision Circle, p. 65
• message brainstorm step 3:
Solutions Box, p. 66
• sample message brainstorm, p. 67
•	Core Message worksheet, p. 70
•	Sample Messages, p. 71
•	Audience Values Chart, p. 72
•	Message Polishing worksheet,
p. 73
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Elements Of A Successful Message
• Frame for Institutional Responsibility
Call out your target by highlighting what institution or what official
representing an institution is responsible for making change.
• Speak in Shared Values
Values are more powerful than facts – figure out what you and your audience
both care about, and communicate based on this shared value.
• Spotlight Racial Justice
Expose institutional racism and focus on solutions that make the rules more
just for people of all races.
• Evoke Pictures
Use words that paint pictures your audience can relate to.
• Be creative
Use rhymes, sharp phrases, metaphors and comparisons to make your point. For
example, comparing an expensive, ineffective public transportation system to a
broken down bus shows audiences that the system doesn’t work.
• Focus on solutions
Advocates spend too much time talking about problems, instead make sure your
message clearly communicates solutions your audience can take part in.
• Keep it simple
Use clear, reasonable language, especially when communicating for radical
policy change.

Adapted from We Interrupt This Message
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Guidelines For Message Brainstorming
1. Start by stating the problem by labeling the problem tree

(p. 64) . In

the leaves

of the tree, state the impacts of the problem on your constituency. In the trunk
of the tree, state immediate causes of the problem. In the roots, state root
causes of the problem.
2. Next, draw your vision in the vision

circle (p. 65).

Draw a picture of what your

community will look like once the problems you’re addressing are solved. Then
write one word to describe your vision.
3. Last, use the solutions

box (p. 66)

to create statements that convey your

solution, who’s responsible and why it matters or what’s at stake.
Your completed Problem Tree
66)

(p. 64) , Vision Circle (p. 65)

and Solutions

Box (p.

now hold the raw ingredients for your core message. For a sample, check out

Sample Message Brainstorm (p. 67) .
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Message Brainstorm Step 1: The Problem Tree
34%0  4(% 02/",%- 42%%
)MPACTS
Impacts

)MMEDIATE
Immediate
Causes
#AUSES

2OOT
Root Causes
#AUSES

c Youth Media Council, 2006
Created by Movement Strategy Center, Adapted and Reprinted with Permission
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Message Brainstorm Step 2: The Vision Circle
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te one
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word to describe your

Created by Movement Strategy Center, Adapted and Reprinted with Permission
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Message Brainstorm Step 3: The Solutions Box
Our Solution:

Who’s Responsible:

Why It Matters/What’s At Stake:

Created by Movement Strategy Center, Adapted and Reprinted with Permission
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Coleman’s Message Brainstorm to Keep Families in San Francisco
The Problem Tree
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Coleman’s Message Brainstorm
to Keep Families in San Francisco
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Created by Movement Strategy Center, Adapted and Reprinted with Permission
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Created by Movement Strategy Center, Adapted and Reprinted with Permission
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samp le mes s a g e br a i n s t o r m co n t.
the solutions box

Our Solution:
We need budget priorities and new policies that create, support and protect affordable housing for
working families.

Mayor Newsom and the Board of Supervisors must step up to keep families in San Francisco.

Coleman’s Message Brainstorm
to Keep Families in San Francisco

Who’s Responsible:

Why It Matters/What’s At Stake:
The survival of thousands of families and the quality of life in San Francisco’s neighborhood is at stake.

Created by Movement Strategy Center, Adapted and Reprinted with Permission
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Core Message Worksheet
1.What’s the problem? What stereotypes are associated with this problem?
The problem statement or question should be the shortest part of your message. Surveys show that
audiences already understand there’s a problem, and that organizers spend far too much time elaborating
on what’s wrong. Instead, inject a catchy statement or question that helps people think about the problem
in a different way.

2.What is your concrete solution? What institution or decision-maker is responsible for
implementing this solution?
Challenge existing stereotypes by naming an institution or decision-maker who’s responsible for fixing the
problem, instead of blaming an individual or a marginalized community which too often happens in media
coverage.

3.Why does this issue matter? What will happen if the problem is solved?
Emphasize your solution, who’s responsible and why it matters. By offering solutions, you convey to your
audiences that there is something to be done about the problem, and they can play a role in making the
solutions a reality.
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Sample Messages
Our young people are not safe on the streets of San Francisco because of escalating violence; they have
few places to go now that school is out and budget cuts have eliminated many youth programs. The truth
is, we need safe spaces for youth to gather and develop their own leadership skills.
YouthSpace Campaign for Safe Youth Space, San Francisco 2004
Without the $15 pass it would cost me $78/month to go to and from school, to my after-school program
and part-time job each day. My mom and I simply couldn’t afford it. AC Transit has to keep discounted
youth passes, or students like me won’t be able to get to school or earn a living.
Oakland Kids First Campaign for Transportation Justice 2005
No Child Left Behind has hurt our education. Instead of getting the resources we need to develop our
own leadership we’re punished for being poor. On the anniversary of Brown vs. Board of Education, we’re
asking that Mayor Brown honor his own Equal School Day by creating a resolution for noncompliance with
the No Child Left Behind Act. Until then, equal education for low-income students of color doesn’t stand
a chance.
Organize Da Bay Take Back Our Schools Day 2005
Will Mayor Newsom stand by while big developers push families out of San Francisco? Or will he stand
up for communities of color and working families who call San Francisco home? Now is the time for the
Mayor to pass visionary policies that will invest in the livelihoods of families in the Excelsior, Bayview/
Hunter’s Point, the South of Market and the Mission, to boost the quality of life for all San Francisco
residents.
Coleman Advocates Budget 4 Familes Campaign 2006
Bush and Gulf contractors used Katrina to lower the floor of working conditions in the region, especially
for African American workers and Latino workers - by delaying wages, shelter, and affirmative action. We
won’t have justice until workers secure their legal right to just compensation.
Katrina Information Network, First Anniversary of Katrina Framing Memo 2006
Why do we look outside our communities for interventions against intimate violence? By engaging with
each other we can create alternatives to punishment that heal instead of divide communities. Together, we
can find real solutions to end intimate violence.
Creative Interventions, 2005
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Audience Values Chart
AUDIENCE
Self Interest
What they care about

Values

Beliefs

Values they hold

(helpful or harmful)

related to this issue

that affect this issue

Created by the Praxis Project, reprinted with permission
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Message Polishing Worksheet
1.How can you state the problem with a metaphor, simile or image that speaks to your target audience?
How can you confront stereotypes without restating stereotyping language?

2. How can you convey your solution and vision with a metaphor, simile or image that speaks to your target
audience?

3. What action do you want your target audience to take to support your solution?

4. What shared value can you appeal to that conveys why this issue is important? What shared value will
communicate to your target audience that this is a high-stakes problem in urgent need of a solution?
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Storytelling
WHAT IT IS

about sympathetic characters caught up
in conflicts we can all identify with. As

Okay, so you’ve created a tight message.

audiences, we root for the “good guys”

What do you do with it? One thing you

and hope the “bad guys” learn their les-

can do is inject your core message into a

son. These lessons connect to “morals”

story. This story becomes a guide for how

that appeal to widely held values of right

you talk about your campaign or your is-

and wrong: it’s wrong for powerful gi-

sue, and can be the basis for your press

ants to bully little people; it’s wrong to

releases, media events, and pitching to

build empire by wiping out entire villag-

reporters (see Enter the Debate, p. 85).

es (and planets) or destroy their way of
life. Solutions follow from these morals:

We all learn through stories. Think of

strategy and smarts can be mightier than

folk tales and epic legends — like David

size and brawn; forming alliances for the

and Goliath or say, Star Wars. Stories like

common good is better than authoritar-

these have mass appeal because they’re

ian military rule.

WHAT YOU DO

3 Steps to Storytelling
1. Make sure your story describes what’s in your frame. The trick of storytelling for youth rights and racial justice is to choose compelling characters but to
not fall into the trap of telling episodic stories that focus on individuals alone.
Instead, we want to tell thematic stories about individuals in the context of the
institutions that shape whether we thrive or barely survive.
Use the attached Framing for Institutional Accountability (p. 76) worksheet
to see how stories can be framed with very different morals or solutions.
2. Draw on an example. Check out the case study and sample stories at the end
of this section (p.

80)

for an example of effective messaging and storytelling.

3. Draft your own story. Use the guiding questions sheet to help you fill out the
What’s Your Story? (p. 77)

worksheet. Remember to confront bias wherever

you can through your story. By interrupting bias, organizers can build credibility, gain access, and begin to reframe issues away from individual blame and
toward institutional solutions for systemic problems.
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By injecting your message into a well-

them what they think the moral of the

constructed story, you can pull your

story is, who they sympathize with and

audiences into the “drama”, and convey

what action they feel moved to take, if

history, political context and institu-

any. Revise your story based on their

tional solutions through morals that

responses.

move audiences to action.
WHAT YOU NEED
HOW YOU SHARE IT
• Framing for Institutional

Test your story through role-plays.

Accountability, p. 76

Practice telling the story to your cousin,

• What’s Your Story?, p. 77

sister or mother — anyone who’s not

• using the what’s your story

involved with work on your issue. Ask

worksheet guidelines, p. 80
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Framing For Institutional Accountability
1. Rat Bites Infant
An infant left sleeping in his crib was bitten repeatedly by rats while his 16-year-old mother went to cash
her welfare check. A neighbor responded to the cries of the infant and brought the child to Central Hospital
where he was treated and released in his mother’s custody. The mother, Angie Burns of the South End,
explained softly, “I was only gone five minutes. I left the door open so my neighbor would hear him if he woke
up. I never thought this would happen in the daylight.”
2. Rat Bites Infant: Landlord, Tenants Dispute Blame
An eight-month-old South End boy was treated and released from Central Hospital yesterday after being
bitten by rats while he was sleeping in his crib. Tenants said that repeated requests for extermination had
been ignored by the landlord, Henry Brown. Brown claimed that the problem lay with tenants’ improper
disposal of garbage. “I spend half my time cleaning up after them. They throw garbage out the window into
the back alley and their kids steal the garbage can covers for sliding in snow.”
3. Rat Bites Rising in City’s “Zone of Death”
Rats bit eight-month-old Michael Burns five times yesterday as he napped in his crib. Burns is the latest
victim of a rat epidemic plaguing inner-city neighborhoods labeled the “Zone of Death”. Health officials say
infant mortality rates in these neighborhoods approach those in many third world countries. A Public Health
Department spokesperson explained that federal and state cutbacks forced short-staffing at rat control and
housing inspection programs. The result, noted Joaquin Nunez, M.D., a pediatrician at Central Hospital, is a
five-fold increase in rat bites. He added, “The irony is that Michael lives within walking distance of some of
the world’s best medical centers.”
What’s the issue?
1.

Can our society support welfare babies having babies?

2.

Have measures been taken to solve the garbage problem that rats feed on?

3.

How can the city maintain public health standards given cutbacks?

Who’s Responsible?
1.

Angie Burns, teen mothers on welfare, a liberal welfare state

2.

Landlord and/or the tenants

3.

Public health department and health facilities

What’s The Solution?
1.

Parent education and watchfulness, overhaul of the welfare system

2.

Housing court

3.

Restoration of public health and housing inspection programs

Source: Prime Time Activism by Charlotte Ryan, reprinted with permission
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What’s Your Story?
To fill out this worksheet, answer the questions imagining you’re telling a story to a neighbor. They don’t
know all the background or why your point is important. But you share some of the same values (like fairness
and opportunity). Be as specific as possible, use complete sentences that connect each answer to the one
before, and whenever you can, use words that carry your message and values, and “paint” a picture of the
problem and solution. Note that in this exercise you’ll be making up quotes, but that in real life you
should always get quotes directly from sources.
GUIDELINES

Write Your Story Here!

1) Start with your hook (state
what’s new, different, and
important about your story)
and set your scene (where
is this story taking place?
when?) USE LANGUAGE
THAT PAINTS A PICTURE!

2) State the political conflict
or the problem supported
by facts or stats — this is
a good place to name the
bad guys. Remember the
villains should never be just
individuals, they should
represent an institution
responsible for the problem.

3) Follow up the problem
with your solution. State
what institutional or policy
change must happen — this
is a good place to introduce
the heroes who are taking
on the villains.
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4) Include a quote that
expresses values to talk
about what’s at stake, and
why the action is urgent
and important.

5) Write some history of the
conflict for context.

6) Make up a quote that
you imagine the villain
would say to advance their
position.

7) Restate the solution in
response to the villains, and
write about what’s next for
the heroes in response to
these challenges.

8) Conclude with a quote from
the heroes that re-states
what’s at stake and tells
people how they can get
involved.
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Using The What’s Your Story? Worksheet
• Find your news hook.
Use the News

Hooks (p. 37)

worksheet from Chapter 2 and the news hooks you identified through media

planning to construct a story around a hook. What anniversaries, holidays or developments in local,
national or international news can you hook your story to? For example, if your story is about the need
for new legislation to protect against racial profiling, you could hook your story to Martin Luther King,
Jr. Day, October 22nd National Day of Protest Against Police Brutality, or recent local cases of racial
profiling.
•	Set your scene.
Where is this story taking place? What is new and compelling about this scene? What new developments
can you point towards that set the stage for this story being told NOW?
What’s interesting about the scene? What’s the conflict, new development or unexpected plot? What
research can you do to unearth developments that will constitute real news?
•	Identify your main characters.
Identify people in your community whose personal experiences reinforce your story frame and who
are willing to share their story. Often the people most affected by your issue are your most powerful
spokespeople. Refine you story frame together, by asking them to tell you their personal stories and
adjusting the frame to reflect the reality of their lives.
•	Develop images and symbols to illustrate the story.
What photos or symbols capture this story in one graphic? Don’t think literally, think in metaphors. For
example, Little Red Riding Hood’s red cape was a symbol of deviance. In social movements, the Black
Power fist is a symbol of collective resistance and cultural pride.
•	Detail solutions and identify who’s responsible for making them happen.
Solutions must be concrete, well-researched and actionable to be compelling within a story.
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Oakland Youth Take a Stand for Real Safety

In 2002, Oakland was hit with a wave of violence. By

lice brutality organizations sprang into action. At stake

November there had been 91 murders – a higher murder

was $70 million dollars that would go to beefing up a

rate per capita than any big city in California. Mayor

police department already notorious for corruption and

Jerry Brown’s “solution” was simple: add 100 new po-

brutality, while pennies went to real violence prevention

lice officers to the Oakland Police Department (OPD).

services.

He claimed it was a matter of “simple arithmetic” – the
police force was too understaffed to curb crime. But to

Let’s Get Free (the youth organizing project of the

Oakland residents, this was more than just a numbers

Ella Baker Center for Human Rights), People United

game. Their friends, relatives, and neighbors were losing

for a Better Oakland (PUEBLO), and Asian Pacific

their lives. These residents understood that the violence

Islander Youth Promoting Advocacy and Leadership

was due to the rising unemployment rate, underinvest-

(AYPAL), joined forces to lead the “No on FF” cam-

ment in violence prevention services, and a lack of safe

paign. The coalition fought a fast and furious 3-

spaces and development opportunities for youth – not

month electoral battle to defeat FF at the ballot

an understaffed police force. Furthermore, there was no

box. Before this coalition began its campaign, the

evidence to prove that increasing the police force would

approval rating for Measure FF was at 90 percent.

decrease crime.

By election day the approval rating dropped to 52%.
And though FF technically passed by this narrow
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STEPS TO SUCCESS

the coalition was clear: FF is ineffective, unfair
and unbalanced. FF is a problem, not a solu-

1. The No on FF coalition set the stage for

tion. Oakland deserves real solutions for real

controversy. With YMC leading the No on FF

safety, like programs that address poverty, un-

media team, team members crafted a story that

employment, recreation, and homelessness. By

put themselves in direct opposition to Mayor

appealing to widely-held values of fairness, ef-

Jerry Brown, not just Measure FF. This set up a

fectiveness, and balance, the No on FF coalition

time-tested story of David vs. Goliath – commu-

expanded the debate beyond the police depart-

nity members versus an all-powerful mayor. And

ment, and beyond Jerry Brown’s claim that cor-

it turned what otherwise was an uncontested

ruption was due to “a few bad apples”.

proposal into a juicy political controversy that
5. The coalition used well-framed facts to
appeal to voter’s common sense. Again
2. The No on FF coalition turned a numbers
game into a story of life vs. death. Once

and again, coalition spokespeople delivered this
soundbite:

the stage was set for controversy, the coalition

FF would spend 96% of its 70 million dollars

turned Mayor Brown’s “numbers” game into a

on policing and punishment, and only 4%

story of life vs. death. Instead of talking about

on prevention. Wouldn’t you rather spend 70

how many police officers was enough, the co-

million dollars improving our schools, ceating

alition injected their own position, asking new

more jobs, and providing more recreation op-

questions: why add more police officers to a cor-

portunities for youth?

rupt police department? Can we afford to take
this gamble when real safety is at stake?

		

Oakland Youth Take
a Stand for Real Safety

media outlets scrambled to cover.

They also repeated that there was abso-

lutely no proof that an increase in police leads
to a decrease in crime. By repeating these facts,

3. Youth organizers were credible main

coalition spokespeople appealed to voters’ com-

characters in the story. Youth organizers

mon sense and successfully portrayed FF as

who understood the real needs of Oakland youth

dangerous and ineffective.

spoke for themselves, and articulated solutions
that rang with more truth, credibility and rea-

IMPACTS

son than Jerry Brown’s simplistic proposal.
They were able to cast themselves as experts,

The No on FF coalition succeeded in putting Measure

and Mayor Brown as out of touch with the needs

FF into the forefront of public debate. On election

of the community.

day 2002, an article titled “More cops measure heads
list of ballot issues” appeared on the front page of

4. The coalition’s messages appealed to
widely-held values. The core message of

the Oakland Tribune. By this point, the coalition
had been so persistent and effective at advancing
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their position that their messages appeared as background context in news stories:
“Critics put it bluntly: The mayor’s plan wastes
precious public funds. They also argue that
this year’s surge in homicides and other violent
crimes has more to do with the sagging economy than a shortage of police. To bolster their ar-

Through effective messaging and storytelling, the
No on FF coalition reframed Oakland voters’ vision
of violence prevention and real safety, and sliced
public support for the measure by almost 50%.
According to one youth organizer who was a
primary spokesperson in the campaign:

gument, they point to study after study showing
there’s little proof that putting more officers on

Before we decided to organize around FF, peo-

the beat curbs violent crime.”

ple were basically going to vote for it because

		 -The Oakland Tribune 10/20/02

the language on the ballot was so deceiving. In
2002-03 there was so much violence in Oakland,

“Backers say Oakland’s police force is

it was not funny. And when people think,

understaffed compared to similarly sized

“What’s the solution to crime and violence?” a

cities; opponents say the force needs a

lot of people automatically think “police.” Our

good house cleaning before it hires more

success was that we changed the way the pub-

officers and that the bulk of the money

lic thought. We changed people’s awareness and

instead should be spent on crime prevention

attitudes about crime and about what young

programs.”

people need.

		 -The Oakland Tribune 11/05/02
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Messaging
• Talking the Walk, by Hunter Cutting and Makani Themba-Nixon.
Available through AK Press: www.akpress.org
• The Praxis Project: www.thepraxisproject.org
• The SPIN Project: www.thespinproject.org
Storytelling
• SmartMeme: www.smartmeme.org
• Third World Majority: www.cultureisaweapon.org
Press Kits
For sample press kits check out:
• youthmediacouncil.org: http://youthmediacouncil.org/sections/view/pressroom
• R.E.A.C.HipHop: http://www.hiphopliveshere.com
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section

ENTER THE DEBATE
You’ve assumed your position, and fig-

For marginalized communities, entering

ured out who you need to pick up to

the debate can be intimidating. We sim-

along the way to your better communi-

ply don’t have the same access to main-

ty. Now you’re ready

stream media decision-makers that more

instead of doing

to drive. This is the

privileged communities take for granted.

a one-time press

point at which many

As people of color, poor people, gen-

conference, or

of us enter media

der-queer people and members of other

writing a one-time

work – a stage that’s

marginalized communities, we face pre-

letter to the editor,

often called press-

conceived judgements: we aren’t experts,

you’re positioned

work.

instead

we’re all emotion and no facts, we don’t

to design a series

of doing a one-time

know what we want, and if we do, what

of strategic stops

press conference, or

we want is impossible to achieve. We

along the way.

writing a one-time

also face more subtle bias: that our con-

letter to the editor,

cerns are too “fringe” to merit coverage,

you’re positioned to

or too “predictable” to be compelling.

But

design a series of strategic stops along
the way.

These access challenges are ever-present
for marginalized communities. But with

At this stage your task is to start your

the power of your base, cultural creativ-

engine and floor the accelerator. By ini-

ity, persistence, and a strategic approach

tiating presswork through tactics devel-

to building relationships with journal-

opment, press list creation, pitching and

ists, you can maneuver through obstacles

relationship-building, you will be setting

and gatekeepers and inject your position

the fire of public debate.

into public debate.
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Dek: a newsroom term for the subheadline that appears underneath a headline in
print stories. Spelled like this so copy editors won’t mistake it for the real word
“deck”.
Editor: among other things, editors are responsible for assigning stories to
reporters. Editors can be the first and last word on what stories get covered,
and which get ignored or cut from the final production.
Gatekeepers: people that manage the flow of information. In media outlets, these
gatekeepers are reporters, editors, producers, and news directors.
“Insider Strategy”: an approach that relies on relationships with decision-makers
that allows for direct negotiation with your targets
“Outsider Strategy”: an approach that relies on pressure applied to decision-makers
through the media, demonstrations, direct action, or third parties
Journalist: generally, the same as reporter, someone responsible for reporting on news
Media Advisory: a one-page announcement that tells reporters the who, what, when,
where and why of your media event. Media advisories serve a “save the date”
function, and can be sent up to two weeks before your event.
Piggybacking: using an existing news story as a hook to get your story into the news
Pitching: serving up a newsworthy story idea to reporters or editors to persuade
them to pursue your story or come to a media event
Pitch Rap: a short script to guide your pitching
Press List: a targeted list of reporters, editors and producers at outlets that reach
your target audiences
Press Kit: a packet of information that conveys to journalists who you are, what
you do, why your work or campaign is important, and includes the background
research, visuals, photos and spokesperson contact information necessary for a
journalist to fully represent your perspective on an issue.
Propaganda: materials designed to convey a political message and persuade
audiences to support a specific cause
Press Release: a one to two page statement that frames your story, includes your
messages in quotes and hooks reporters into covering your news. Press releases
can be sent immediately when breaking news occurs, up to one week before a
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media event, or can be saved for distribution at your media event.
PR: public relations. The management of communication between an organization
and its audiences
Reporter: generally, the same as journalist, someone responsible for covering
news
Newsdesk: the main phone and fax line for the newsroom at a media outlet.
If you’re not sure exactly which reporter to pitch to, you can send a press
release or media advisory to the newsdesk.
Newsworthy: just what it sounds like: worthy of making the news. For something
to be newsworthy, it must be really NEW and this new development must
have importance and impact on a large number of people.
Presswork: the technical work it takes to deliver your story to media makers,
get their attention, and earn media coverage. This includes creating press
releases, pitching, and tracking coverage.
Tactic: a specific activity or method that leads to a larger goal
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Press Kits
WHAT IT IS

your frame, your message, and at least
one of your spokepeople as a source.

Once you’ve developed your frame, message and the core story you’re trying to

For marginalized communities, a sophis-

convey, you’re ready to develop a press

ticated press-kit is a must for developing

kit. Press kits can be created to promote

credibility and influence with journal-

the mission and programs of your orga-

ists. It’s worthwhile to take the time nec-

nization, or to advance the goals of a spe-

essary to fact check your press kit ma-

cific campaign.

terials, design them, and package them
well. Your press kit is packaging for your

No matter who your campaign target

position – it should include everything a

audiences are, remember that the target

journalist would need to tell your version

audience for your press kit is journalists.

of the story.

Your press kit should contain everything
a journalist would need to tell a substantive story on your issue that includes
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WHAT YOU DO
1. Develop a core press kit that you can use throughout your campaign a soon
as you’ve finished messaging and storytelling. Don’t wait for breaking news or
your first media event!
2. Update this press kit with press releases, fact sheets, photos and other materials to address new developments and tactics throughout the course of your
campaign (see chapter 3 ).
3. Use the Creating

a Press Kit (p. 90)

worksheet to help you assemble your kit.

Here are the basic ingredients of a kit:
• 2-pocket folder with business card slot
•

Propaganda

(see chapter 5 ) – like stickers and flyers

• Press clippings – put your best clippings here!
• Spokespeople bios – include only information that shows why these spokespeople are experts on your issue
• Important background research
• Fact Sheets – fact sheets are an important way to challenge bias. Use wellframed facts that counter myths and stereotypes.
• Charts and Visuals
• Photos – a great photo that tells the story of your campaign is key to building
credibility. If it’s good enough, media makers might even use it in a story.
• Organizational overview
• Press Release
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Creating a Press Kit
A press kit is like a gift you give a journalist. Your press kit should contain everything a journalist would need
to write a good story about your issue.
Package your press kit in a double-pocket folder. If you can, get the kind with slits that hold a business card.
Customize the press kit folder with your campaign name or organizational name on a label on the front.
Update your press kit periodically throughout your campaign, and biannually for your organization. Arrange
the contents of your press kit like this:

Left side of the folder

Right side of the folder

Relevant press clippings

Current press release

(well-framed stories about your
campaign or organization)

Background research:

Quotes or endorsements from

reports and/or fact sheets on your issue

leaders and key players

Charts and visuals

Fact Sheets

1-2 good photos of your organization

Sheet with spokespeople bios

or campaign leaders and actions

and contact information

Organizational Overview
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Propaganda
WHAT IT IS

it often does). It is the job of grassroots
organizations to produce creative, influ-

Much like press kits are a way to package

ential propaganda that cuts through the

your position for journalists, propaganda

white noise of advertising and business

is a way to package your position for your

and military news, and that communi-

base and potential allies.

cates the perspective of mass-based organizations through simple soundbites

Propaganda gets a bad rap. But propagan-

and compelling images.

da is essentially any form of information
designed to convey a political message.

For the purposes of this toolkit, propa-

It’s the news media’s job to present many

ganda refers to creative materials that

points of view and to not give in to pre-

convey core messages and that are not

senting one-sided propaganda (though

specific to individual media tactics.

WHAT YOU DO

1. Name your campaign. If you haven’t already, generate a campaign name. A
campaign name is like a soundbite or slogan that captures the purpose of your
entire campaign. Examples are “Take Back Our Schools” and “Unplug Clear
Channel” (see

Shape the Debate: Soundbites & Talking Points, p. 140 ). Test

these names out on members of your base to determine which one or two are
the most effective.
2. Develop your image. Given your campaign name, use the
Propaganda Images (p. 93)

Developing

sheet to help you develop an image that conveys

your message.
3. Choose your props. Once you’ve agreed on a slogan and image to use in your
propaganda, you’re ready to choose which specific props will most effectively communicate to your target audiences. Use the
Materials (p. 94)

Choosing Propaganda

tool to assess your resources and strategy for developing

propaganda.
4. Create your props. Producing your propaganda can be time-consuming and
costly, or quick and cheap depending on which materials you’ve chosen, what
skill you have in-house, and what production assistance is available in your
community. Check out the resources section for printing, silkscreening, and
other production resources in the Bay Area of California. You can use this list
as a model for researching similar resources in your area.
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For instance, propaganda refers to an or-

Once you’ve agreed on your core message

ganizational T-shirt or campaign sticker,

and story, you’re ready to create a cam-

as opposed to a fact-sheet created for a

paign symbol and design propaganda to

particular press conference.

use throughout your campaign.

There are lots of different types of pro-

WHAT YOU NEED

paganda, including T-shirts, hats, bags,
stickers, buttons, banners, billboards,

•	Developing Propaganda Images, p. 93

stencils for spraypainting, and posters

•	Choosing Propaganda Materials,

for storefront windows.
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Developing Propaganda Images
What tone do you want to take when speaking to your base and allies?

(circle one or write in your own)

Classy
Angry
Peaceful
Hopeful
Serious
Fun

What colors communicate this tone?

(pick up to three)

What are images or symbols that communicate your message or soundbite?
(Don’t describe entire scenes, keep it to something simple that people can recognize it right away. For example, how can you artistically alter a fist, tree, boat, star, or sun so it communicates your unique message?)

How do these images capture your message? Explain what the image symbolizes.
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Choosing Propaganda Materials
What is your budget for propaganda production?

Are there any materials you can develop that bear direct significance to your issue? For example,
if you’re working on a sweatshop-free campus campaign you might choose sweatshop-free T-shirts and
sweatshirts as priority propaganda materials. Or, if you’re working on a campaign to bring more local artists to corporate airwaves you might choose an independently-produced CD as priority propaganda.

Think about your target audiences – your base. Your allies. Where do they spend most of their
time? Riding the bus? At church? At the local park? What types of propaganda materials would
reach your audiences in the places they frequent the most?

What in-house skills can you draw on? Do you have leaders, members, or staff who can cut
stencils, silkscreen, paint, make music? If so, list these people, their skillset and how much time
they’re willing to commit to creating propaganda:

Outide of these skills, and based on the answer above, what is your top-three propaganda wish
list – dream big! Be creative!
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Strategic Tactics
WHAT IT IS

Remember that traditional PR tactics
don’t always work for marginalized com-

You’ve packaged your message into a sto-

munities. We don’t have the money to place

ry and into core materials like your press

a 15,000 ad in our local paper or produce

kit and campaign propaganda. The ques-

expensive glossy materials. And we don’t

tion remains, how exactly can you move

have the credibility to stage press confer-

your message and distribute these core

ences that automatically qualify as news.

materials?
But we do have strategy, creativity and
You can move your message and dis-

people power on our side. So for youth and

tribute your core materials through

racial justice organizers, the most impor-

strategically-chosen communications

tant thing to think about when choosing

tactics. Which tactics you choose de-

tactics is: at which stages of our campaign

pends on a few things. It depends on

will media be most effective and why?

your organizational capacity (in terms

What tactics will be best able to support

of money, skills and time), on what

the goals of each phase of our campaign?

you’re trying to accomplish at specific stages of your campaign, and on

WHAT YOU NEED

your assessment of the types of tactics that will best speak to your target
audiences.

•	Strategic Communications
Tactics, p. 96

WHAT YOU DO
Use the attached stragegic

communications tactics (p. 96)

list to get an

overview of the range of communications tactics you can use. Answer the
guiding questions on the list to help you determine which tactics will be most
effective for your campaign.
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Strategic Communications Tactics
Choosing tactics is a STRATEGIC process. Which tactics you choose and how successful they turn out to be
depends on your answers to the guiding questions at the beginning of each of these sections.
CREATE YOUR OWN CONTENT
• Do you have someone with the writing or production skills to produce these materials?
• Do you have relationships with community papers, radio stations or TV stations where you can place
your self-produced story?
Op-Eds
• 650-word opinion essays written by an “expert” or someone directly affected by the issue.
Op-eds appear opposite the editorial page in newspapers, and are very influential with
policymakers.
Write your own story/Produce your own segment
• Write your own story, include digital pictures, and send it to your neighborhood paper or
ethnic community paper with a follow-up phone call.
• Create a radio or TV PSA (public service announcement) to announce an upcoming event or
make a statement about your issue with a concrete message about how people can take action.
• Produce a radio or TV segment for your local cable access show, or to send to the local
news or talk shows.
STAGE YOUR OWN EVENTS
• Do you have the capacity to do the logistics and planning necessary to pull off a successful event?
• Have you thought of strong hooks, story angles and visuals to make your event newsworthy?
• Can you turn out enough people to the event to show your target that you have power in numbers?
Rally/March
• If you choose to do a rally or action, make sure you have a good news hook for it, and make
your messages can be clearly read on signs and banners.
• Also try to stimulate the sense – have music, eye-catching visuals, costumes, symbols.
Action
• Make sure your target is clear and PRESENT at the action. Direct confrontation is always
a juicy hook for the media.
Creative Actions
• Send your target a singing telegram with your message!
• Greet your target with a holiday visitor – like the grim reaper for Halloween, a Turkey on
thanksgiving, a reminder to get the job done on memorial day, a living wage paycheck on
labor day, a surprise gift for Hannukah or Christmas, etc.
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• Stage a hip-hop battle with emcees, b-boys/girls, turntablists, and have one side represent
your target and the other side represent your peeps.
• Turn your message into a prop and stage a rally around the prop. Trying to save your own
rent-controlled housing? Create a big wrecking ball out of paier mache and stage a rally to
show how demolitions are wrecking our communities!
PIGGYBACK OFF THE NEWS
• Is your issue a hot topic in the news right now?
• Was there a recent development in your issue that you can hook your story to?
• Is your issue already controversial, so that you can sell your op-ed or story as a new take on a conflicted
issue?
Op-Eds
• 650-word opinion essays written by an “expert” or someone directly affected by the issue.
Op-eds appear opposite the editorial page in newspapers, and are very influential with
policymakers.
Write your own story/Produce your own segment
• Write your own story, include digital pictures, and send it to your neighborhood paper or
ethnic community paper with a follow-up phone call.
• Create a radio or TV PSA (public service announcement) to announce an upcoming event
or make a statement about your issue with a concrete message about how people can take
action.
• Produce a radio or TV segment for your local cable access show, or to send to the local
news or talk shows.
Letters to the Editor
• 50-word letters stating an opinion on a particular article that appeared in a newspaper
THE DAY BEFORE.
Release a press statement
• Similar to a press release, but not necessarily attached to an event. If you’re working on
education justice and a big story breaks in the news about education, write up your own
statement with your messages hooked to this news, and email and fax it to your press list
Stage a press conference
• Hold a press conference only IF you can make a strong connection between your work and
the breaking news, and if you can bring out influential allies to speak in support of youth
organizers
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Creative Media Events
WHAT IT IS

that are traditionally marginalized from
the media. While we might not be able to

As organizers, holding media events is

pick up the phone to get the news editor

about much more than getting our mes-

at the local paper to cover any story we

sage “out”. When we put time and energy

want, we can marshall our people power

into media events, we want to do it our

and creative thinking to put on unique

way, on our terms, with not a lot of mon-

events that are newsworthy and that tell

ey. What we don’t have in resources we

our stories through visuals and action.

can make up in strategy and creativity.
Media events for youth rights and racial

WHAT YOU NEED

justice campaigns should be designed to
build our base, demonstrate our power,
confront bias and stereotypes, and get

•	Press conference dos and
don’t’s, p. 101

our message “in” to the debate.

•	Examples of Creative Media

Creative media events are a key “out-

•	Newsworthiness checklist, p. 104

sider” strategy for communities like ours

•	Media Event Planning Tool, p. 105

Events, p. 102
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So You Wanna Do A Press Conference? Stop & Read This First.
Contrary to popular belief there is a world of tactics beyond the press conference!!
In fact, press conferences fulfill a very specific communications purpose, and should
only be used as a tactic when you have important breaking news to share. This could
mean an original report release on a newsworthy topic, or an organizational statement on a hot news issue. The point is, for marginalized communities, press conferences are most effective when you “piggyback” off existing news.
Check out the Press

Conference Dos and Don’ts (p. 101)

sheet for more tips!

When To Do A Press Conference:
The Organize da Bay Coalition, a coalition of education justice groups in the Bay
Area, conducted a press conference immediately after a supreme court decision to
uphold California’s required exit exam for high school seniors. The Press Conference
attracted 10 (media outlets and resulted in 5 TV stories, 3 print stories, and 2 web
stories. “State politicians are building political careers on the backs of students by
pretending to fix the educational system with an exit exam that does nothing to address the school system,” said Wendy Orellana, a student member of ODB. OBD was
able to counter the idea that standardized tests are the only way to measure success, and exposed the school system’s inequality as the problem with California’s
exit exams.  
When NOT To Do A Press Conference:
Young People for Frisco (not a real group) decided to hold a press conference
outside their school to launch their “Speak Out for My Education” campaign to
demand more student voice in school district decision-making. They organized
a press conference attended by 50 members and allies, with great banners and
giant puppets symbolizing powerful larger-than-life students. Only one reporter
came to cover the event. Moral of the story – without another hook that’s already
big news, this kind of press conference won’t fly. They woulda been better off doing a campaign launch just for ally and base-building purposes, instead of trying
to turn it into a media event.
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WHAT YOU DO
1. Make it Newsworthy. The most important step to creating a successful media
event is making sure it’s newsworthy. There’s nothing worse than spending a
lot of time and energy on an event where no media outlets show up. So before
you go ahead with the logistics of your event, go back to your media plan, make
sure the tactic you’ve designed will take you closer to your goals. Go back to
your story and make sure it tells the story you want to tell. Then use the newsworthiness checklist to make sure your event has the ingredients it needs to
make the news.
2. Permits and Logistics. If your creative action involves gathering any number
of people in a public space, and if it requires amplified sound, then you probably want to get a permit. There may be strategic reasons not to get a permit –
for instance, you might be doing a direct action or civil disobedience as part of
your strategy to escalate your campaign. There also might be practical reasons
to forego a permit – for instance, sound permits might be way too expensive.
Whatever you decide, consider how a permit will shape your media story. Will
having the legitimacy of a permit help you build credibility through the news?
Will gathering unpermitted add a key component of resistance to your story?
		

Use the accompanying media

event planning tool (p. 105)

to help you

plan for overall design of your media event as well as key logistics like permits,
ally turnout and visuals.
3. Draw from Examples. The Youth Media Council has worked with many organizations to produce creative media events. We’ve included three examples of
creative media events that have been particularly successful. You’ll see from
these examples that there’s no limit or formula to producing creative media
events, and that the best way to learn how to do these events is by example. If
you have success stories to share, let us know! Send an email to echo@youthmediacouncil.org.
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Press Conference Do’s And Don’t’s

Media experts all agree: press conferences are usually ineffective. If you really do
have NEWS and decide to do a press conference, follow these simple do’s and don’ts
to creating a successful press conference.
Do’s
¸

DO have news value (run through the newsworthiness

¸

DO start on time!!!

¸

DO have prepared speakers who can talk about their personal connection to

checklist, p. 104 )

the news
¸

DO have creative visuals that carry your message

¸

DO have a PA system or “multbox” for reporters to plug their microphones
into

¸

DO pad the press conference with your own people

¸

DO organize a thick crowd to stand behind speakers so your rally looks
packed on camera

¸

DO feed the cameraman to keep him around

¸

DO have press kits available

don’ts

L DON’T take more than 30 minutes
L DON’T do press conferences Monday or Friday or any day after 3pm
L DON’T do press conferences if you don’t have any news
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examples of creative media events

oDB Roll cAll

tions campaign to change the way Oakland residents
and public officials talked about development and

In 2004, a coalition of education justice groups called

gentrification. Just Cause used “paid media” to send a

Organize da Bay staged a Take Back our Schools Day

strong visual message to their base. Just Cause bought

Action that turned the tables on public school of-

billboard space in a strategic location in West Oakland,

ficials. ODB organizers staged a “roll call” in front of

visible from public transportation and in front of an

Oakland City Hall to ask the question: “who will attend

empty lot that showed both the potential for communi-

to our public schools?”. Organizers set up chairs in the

ty-based growth and the harm of historic disinvestment

city plaza with names of invited officials taped to the

in the neighborhood. They worked with designers from

chairs. On the day of the event, only three school board

Tumis, a local progressive design company, to produce

members showed up, the rest of the chairs were empty.

a striking billboard that conveyed their frame that gen-

This created a powerful visual for TV. This creative ac-

trification is just the latest form of forced black migra-

tion sent the powerful message that the Governor, the

tion. Just Cause also printed several hundred posters

State Superintendent of Public Schools, and the State

that echoed the imagery of the billboard and introduced

Administrator Randolph Ward were failing to work

their framing of gentrification as predatory develop-

with students to solve key problems in the public

ment. Just Cause designed their campaign launch event

school system.

around the unveiling of the billboard and postering in
the neighborhood. This tactic framed the billboard and

Just cAuse oAklAnD stoP gentRificAtion

empty lot as the scene of an unfolding struggle against

BillBoARD AnD neighBoRhooD PosteRing

predatory development. They then walked the neighborhood putting up posters, effectively echoing their mes-

In 2006, Just Cause Oakland launched a communica-
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eXAmPles o f c R e At i v e m e D i A e v e n t s c o n t.

should be more accountable to, the CCMA hosted a local

AccountABility locAl ARtist show

artist show on a flatbed truck directly across the street
from Clear Channel headquarters. Armed with a sound

In

2005,

the

Community

Coalition

for

Media

permit and parking permits for the truck, more than 100

Accountability, made up of the Youth Media Council,

people gathered for two hours for this free concert in

Media Alliance, Code Pink, Youth Movement Records and

the streets. Leaders flyered passersby with information

La Peña Cultural Center, staged a creative media event

on the campaign, and youth held graffiti-style signs that

to build their base and demonstrate power to their tar-

staked our claim to public airwaves. One activist who

gets. This tactic was one of two creative actions in their

attended the rally called it the best action she’d ever

Unplug Clear Channel Campaign, a 2-year campaign to

been to. This event set the stage for the escalation of the

increase Clear Channel’s accountability to local radio

Unplug Clear Channel campaign, which resulted in four

listeners. To demonstrate the CCMA’s vision of what

legal challenges to deny the renewal of Clear Channel

local radio should sound like, and who Clear Channel

radio stations in the Bay.

Examples of Creative Media Events

community coAlition foR meDiA
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Newsworthiness Checklist
Is your media event newsworthy? Run through this checklist to find out.
Timeliness
®

Did you plan your event on a Holiday, anniversary or other noteable day that’s connected to your
issue?

®

Is your issue a “hot” issue that’s already in the news?

®

Is your story about something new?

Importance
®

Does your event involve confrontation with a decision-maker?

®

Will your event have a turnout of more than 100 people?

®

Does your event include opinon-leaders in your issue talking about consequences and solutions?

®

Does your event have local impact?

Authenticity
®

Will there be people directly affected by your issue available to speak to media?

Sauciness
®

Is there anything unusual about your event?

®

Is your event framed for conflict?

®

Do you have meaningful visuals that convey your message and look good in photos or on TV?

®

Are you using cultural tactics like poetry, breaking, singing etc. to get your message across?

If you’ve checked one or more boxes in each section, your event is newsworthy!! If you’ve checked
fewer than this, it’s back to the drawing board – try to develop at least one area in each section
listed above.
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Media Event Planning Tool
Date/Time:

Event Name:

Goals of Event:

Main Target of Event:

Hooks:

Tone of Event:

Visuals:

event Narrative (A short description/story about how the event unfolds, what happens first, second, third, etc.):

speakers:

Rain Plan:

Ally Involvement (how are we involving allies, what are we asking them to do?):

Created by the Ella Baker Center for Human Rights, reprinted with permission
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Turnout Plan
Overall Turnout Coordinator (Responsible for holding point people to their goals):

Turnout Goals:

Point Person:

Endorsers:
Point Person:
General Supports (Online, etc.)
Point Person:

Total:

Before Event: Jobs
Deadline

Name

Get Permit
Secure Space
Buying Props
Gather Sign-In Stuff
Make Chant Sheets
Make Signs / Banner
Get Sound Equipment
Reconnaisance
Make Staff Stickers
Order Shirts
Make Media Packets
Get Media Sign-in stuff
Outreach/Turn-out/Invitations
Compile Campaign Literature
Buy Food
Do Budget / Check Requests
Set Program
Confirm Speakers / Artists
Do Materials Sign-Out Chart
Buy Water
Print Driving Directions
Do Member Training/Prep
Created by the Ella Baker Center for Human Rights, reprinted with permission
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Day of Event: Jobs
Logistical Jobs
Name

Notes

Name

Notes

Name

Notes

Coordinator
Sign – In Leader
Documentation
Chant Leaders
Shuttle Drivers (or Rides)
Set-Up/Clean-Up
Runner
Volunteer Coordinator
Money Point Person
Childcare
Campaign Table
Food-servers
Tech Team (sound, projectors)
Donations
Tactical Jobs
Tactical Lead
Police Liaison
Security Lead
Media Lead
Programmatic Jobs
MC/Host
Translation
Stage Manager
Speakers/Performers/DJ

Created by the Ella Baker Center for Human Rights, reprinted with permission
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Materials To Bring
Person Responsible
Permit
Sign In Sheets/Cards
Pens
Dots / Stickers
Clipboards
Tee Shirts / Buttons
Banners
Signage
Misc Props
Media Packets
Media Talking Points
Media Sign - In
Campaign Literature
Money Box / Fanny Pack
Change
Stamp / Counter (Front Door)
Food
Set List (for show)
Programs
Bullhorn / Sound Stuff
Micstand (press conf)
Tape
Chant Sheets
Nametags
Staff Shirts or Stickers
Trash Bags
Bullhorns
Butcher Paper
Camera, Video Camera
Driving Directions
Member Prep Materials

Created by the Ella Baker Center for Human Rights, reprinted with permission
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Press Releases & Media Advisories
WHAT IT IS

cant development in your issue that you
want to make a statement about.

This may be the number one most frequently asked question in communica-

For example, let’s say your organization

tions work: how do you write a press

is working to increase and improve af-

release? You can use the templates and

fordable housing in your city. You learn

samples in this subsection to help you

through an ally inside city hall that a

write not only an effective press release,

Councilperson is getting ready to intro-

but also a simple media advisory.

duce an affordable housing bond that
would devote millions of city dollars to

Press releases are detailed statements

creating more affordable housing over

on news developments with background

the next five years. You decide to send

and historical context, quotes, and infor-

a press release to reporters supporting

mation on your organization or coalition.

this Councilperson’s vision and framing

Media advisories are like “save the date”

the dire need for more affordable hous-

invitations for newsworthy events, and

ing as one of the most pressing problems

look something like an outline of your

facing your city.

full press release. Media advisories tell
reporters the bare bones of who, what,
when, and where the event is happening,

WHAT YOU NEED

and why it’s important for the media to
cover it.

• Media Advisory Template, p. 111
•	Sample Media Advisory, p. 112

Media advisories and press releases are

•	Press Release Template, p. 114

most often used by community organi-

•	Sample Press Release, p. 115

zations to announce an event they want

•	Presswork Timeline, p. 117

media to cover. But they can also be sent

•	Communications Roles Chart,

to target reporters when there is a signifi-

p. 118
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WHAT YOU DO
1. Create a presswork timeline. Before you even begin to write a media advisory or press release, create
a plan. At least one month before your planned event, make sure you create a detailed presswork timeline with roles. Use the presswork timeline

(p. 117)

and communications

roles chart (p. 118)

to help

you out. If you’re doing presswork for a media event, prepare materials and your press list at least three
weeks in advance. Then two weeks before send out a media advisory to reporters to ask them to save the
date and what, when, who where and why. Follow up with “save the date” pitches the next two days (see
pitching, p. 119 ). One

week before, send out a press release and follow up with pitch calls until you actu-

ally have a conversation with the reporter.
2. Translate your story into a media advisory at least three weeks before your event. Create a media advisory before a press release. The most important thing to remember is that good media advisory
should read like an invitation to a can’t-miss event. Use the
sample media advisory (p.112)

media advisory template (p. 111)

and

to help.

3. Craft a full press release at least two weeks before your event. Remember a good press release should
read exactly like the story you’d want to see in the news. Your headline should too; craft a headline that
reads like a newspaper header. It should capture what’s new and what’s significant. Another important
thing to remember is that your core message should appear in these materials as quotes attributed to leaders or allies.
4. Include photos. Include high-quality photos with your media advisories and press releases whenever
possible. These photos should tell part of the story you describe in your advisory and press release. For
marginalized communities, pictures are worth more than a thousand words. Photos have the power
to tell our stories in a fraction of the time it would take for reporters to read an entire press release.
Because we are often considered objects (people that things happen to) rather than subjects (people who
make things happen), photos are key to piquing media-makers interest in the potential of our leaders as
subjects, and in the potential of our stories to be stimulating, inspiring and newsworthy.
5. Spell check! In many cases, your media advisories and press releases are the first point of contact with
reporters. Your credibility can be made or broken based on the professionalism of these materials. Get a
fresh pair of eyes to line edit, use your spell check, and make final changes before sending them out.
6. Email and fax advisories and releases. You can send your media advisory as far as two weeks advance
of an event, then send your press release out several days before your event, and then again 24 hours before your event. You should both fax and email it if possible. The more times a reporter or editor receives
your press release, the more likely it will penetrate the iron curtain of the corporate press releases pouring in from corporate PR firms every day. Fax press releases to newsroom numbers, and email reporters
and editors directly.
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Media Advisory Template
MEDIA ADVISORY

For Immediate Release: [Date]
Contact: [Full Name] • [Organization or Coalition] • Work: [Phone Number] • Cell: [Phone Number]
[Headline]
[Dek]
[Photo – optional]
[City]
[1 -2 paragraph overview of event with relevant background information]

What:

[A 1-2 sentence description of the event, use catchy language that sells your event as new,
different, and important to a broad audience]

When:

[Day of the week, date and time]

Where:

[Location with address and directions, if necessary]

Who:

[List sponsoring organizations, V.I.Ps like politicians and celebrities, and types of people who
will be participating, e.g. students and religious leaders]

Why:

[1 paragraph description with facts, trends, and the context necessary to show why this event is
important]

Visuals:

[Describe the scene and props that will make for good photos and TV footage]

### [indicates that this is the end of advisory]
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sample media Advisory
MEDIA ADVISORY
For Immediate Release: September 7, 2005
Contact: Jen Soriano • Youth Media Council • Work: 510.444.0640 x314 • Cell: 415.225.8318
the BAy AReA Asks cleAR chAnnel: ARe you listening?
local Radio listeners challenge clear channel’s license to Broadcast
[San Francisco] On Friday September 16th, youth, artists, students and community leaders will rally to demand
that Clear Channel listen to community members and not just to corporate stockholders. For the first time in
eight years, Clear Channel’s broadcast license is up for renewal in California. The window for public comment
and license challenges began August 1, 2005 and closes November 1, 2005.
Clear Channel owns 1,229 radio stations nationwide, including 11 stations in the Bay Area market (which includes San Jose). Since Clear Channel bought its first Bay Area stations in 1999, it has replaced local hosts with
automated content, eliminated station-based community affairs representatives, locked out the majority of local artists, and crushed local venues by monopolizing ownership over the most popular entertainment venues
in the Bay. In addition, Clear Channel has consistently used its billboards to influence Bay Area politics, and
continues to broadcast racially and sexually biased content despite demonstrated community outrage. The
result: Clear Channel grosses millions while listeners pay the price.
“The airwaves are a public resource that should be used to promote local talent and discussion about local
issues,” says Oakland youth Myriah Sierra. “The Federal Communications Commission entrusts corporations
like Clear Channel to use these airwaves for a period of eight years. If at that time these corporations have
not the fulfilled the public trust, we the public have a right to revoke their license. Their time is up. We want
Clear Channel to play fair, or not at all.”
WHAT:

A march & rally at Clear Channel headquarters to demand local accountability from Senior VicePresident of Programming, Michael Martin.

WHEN:

Friday, September 16th, 4-6PM

WHERE:

Powell & Market – March begins at 4PM
Clear Channel Headquarters, 340 Townsend – Rally begins at 4:30PM

WHO:

A broad coalition including the Youth Media Council, Media Alliance, Acción Latina, Youth
Movement Records, East Side Arts Alliance, La Peña Cultural Center, and concerned community
members who believe the Bay Area deserves better than cookie-cutter radio.
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WHY:

On September 16, radio stations are required to announce their license renewal during drive-time
broadcasts. Since Clear Channel has no mechanisms for receiving community input about their
renewal, and no station-based community affairs directors to discuss this input, community
members have no choice but to bring their concerns to Clear Channel’s doorstep. As of September
16, there will be only six weeks left to file public comment with the FCC to oppose their license. To
date, the coalition has collected more than 500 postcards to the FCC from residents who want to
see Clear Channel’s license revoked.

VISUALS:

A “local artist” venue in the street outside of Clear Channel — banners, live art, street performers,
100 youth, workers, community members staging a peaceful rally.
Sample Media Advisory

###
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Press Release template
[ Your organizational logo (optional)]
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Today’s Date

Contact 1: Name Cell Phone Number
Contact 2: Name Cell Phone Number
heADline: A cAtchy stAtement ABout youR news
Dek: elaborates on your headline
Photo – optional
visuAls: if the release is about a media event, include a description of the scene and props good for photos
and TV coverage
PlAce & time BRAcket: [City where news is taking place, MONTH, DAY of event]
first section: youR news hook — 1-2 sentences on why this event or issue development is important
news, timely and impactful for a large number of people. Put the most important information first, as you
would see it in a newspaper story.
second section: DetAils & Quote — Include 2-3 sentences detailing what’s happening, where and when,
as well as who’s involved and who’s impacted by the issue or news. Follow this paragraph with a quote from
someone directly involved or affected by the issue or news.
third section: BAckgRounD & sPeciAl feAtuRes — Add important facts, stats and history that help
convey the news story. Include anywhere from 1-3 paragraphs that provide deeper context, and conditions,
including who is responsible to change the conditions or what is needed to fix the problem. Add information
about special features that make your event/news particularly photoworthy or unique, including key speakers
and their organizational affiliations. Try to keep your press release to one-page, two maximum.
fourth section: DescRiBe gRouP oR hosts: Close with a description of the organization(s), coalitions
or individuals involved.
###
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sample Press Release
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

September 16, 2005

Contact: Jen Soriano • Youth Media Council • Cell: 415.555.8318
VISUALS: A march through South of Market, a “local artist” venue in the street outside of Clear Channel —
banners, live art, street performers, 100 youth, workers, community members staging a peaceful rally.
RADio listeneRs chAllenge cleAR chAnnel’s license to BRoADcAst
local artists, youth and families voice concerns about lack of local content and community affairs
[San Francisco] On Friday September 16th, Bay Area radio listeners will stage a local artist rally and speak-out
to demand that Clear Channel Radio improve service to local communities. For the first time in eight years, Clear
Sample Press Release

Channel’s radio licenses are up for renewal in California. The window for public comment and license challenges
began August 1st and closes November 1, 2005. Bay Area listeners are gathering complaints to send to the Federal
Communications Commission to demand that Clear Channel standardize local content at 50% and re-instate
community affairs directors at each station, or have their licenses revoked.
Clear Channel Radio owns 1,229 stations nationwide, including 11 stations in the Bay Area market (which
includes San Jose). Clear Channel bought its first Bay Area stations in 1999, acquiring 106.1 KMEL and WILD 94.9
through a merger with Jacor Communications. Since then, executives like Senior Vice-President Michael Martin
have replaced local hosts with automated content, eliminated station-based community affairs directors and
locked out the majority of local artists. Currently, there are nine promotions directors but only one community
affairs director for all Bay Area stations, while drive-time programs play only 7% local artists on 106.1 KMEL and
2% local artists on WILD 94.9. Clear Channel’s aggressive Entertainment division has also crushed local venues
like Storyville and the Oakland Box by monopolizing ownership over the most popular entertainment venues in
the Bay.
“I think the Bay Area is always creating amazing music, and the biggest change since Clear Channel came to town
is that this music is reflected less and less through mainstream radio and venues. More than any other company,
Clear Channel is contributing to a rift between community and mainstream culture,” says Chris Wiltsee, Founder
and Executive Director of Youth Movement Records, a youth-run record company based in Oakland.
In addition to the lack of local content on its airwaves, Bay Area residents are concerned about Clear Channel’s
deceptive practices. Clear Channel has consistently used its resources to influence Bay Area politics by exploiting
loopholes in campaign finance laws. Last year Clear Channel donated $13,000 to OAKPAC, the Oakland Political
Action Committee, for billboards supporting Ignacio de la Fuente’s campaign for Oakland Mayor. In 2003, Clear
Channel Outdoors donated $80,000 in billboard space to the “Real Change, Not Spare Change” campaign of the
San Francisco Hotel Council in support of Proposition N. Also known as “Care Not Cash,” the measure reduced
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funds for general assistance recipients from $410 to $59 per month. As a result of the measure, more than 70
homeless people a month have been sent away from San Francisco with a meal and a one-way bus ticket. Many
homeless people, unable to survive in San Francisco, migrated to Oakland and surrounding communities.
These political practices are supported by racially and sexually biased content broadcast on 910AM KNEW, 106.1
KMEL and WILD 94.9. Syndicated talk show host Michael Savage routinely targets people of color and immigrants
on his shows, KMEL aired an offensive “Bomb, Bomb, Bomb Iraq” song during Bush’s unilateral first strike against
Iraq, and WILD 94.9’s morning show producer was fired from a New York station for creating and airing a racist
song about Tsunami victims.
These are among listeners’ growing concerns about Clear Channel in the Bay. Since Clear Channel has no
mechanisms for receiving community input about their license renewal, and no station-based community affairs
directors to discuss this input, listeners have no choice but to bring their concerns to Clear Channel’s doorstep.
As of September 16, there will be only six weeks left to file public comment with the FCC to oppose their license.
This campaign is organized by a broad coalition including the Youth Media Council, Media Alliance, Acción
Latina, Youth Movement Records, East Side Arts Alliance, La Peña Cultural Center, and concerned community
members who believe the Bay Area deserves better than cookie-cutter radio that harms local diversity. To date,
the coalition has collected more than 500 postcards to the FCC from residents who want to see Clear Channel
increase local content and re-instate community affairs directors, or have their license revoked.
“The airwaves are a public resource that should be used to promote local talent and discussion about local
issues,” says Oakland youth Myriah Sierra. “The Federal Communications Commission entrusts corporations
like Clear Channel to use these airwaves for a period of eight years. If at that time these corporations have not
the fulfilled the public trust, we the public have a right to revoke their license. Their time is up. We want Clear
Channel to play fair, or not at all.”
March & rally to Challenge Clear Channel’s radio licenses
friday, september 16th, 4-6pM
powell & Market – March begins at 4pM
Clear Channel headquarters, 340 townsend in san francisco
###
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Presswork Timeline
3 weeks before media event
• Draft media advisory
• Update press list
• Create props (signs banners etc), update press kit and propaganda
2 weeks before		
• Email and fax media advisory
• Draft press release
• Make Save the Date pitch calls to print and web reporters
1 week before
• Email and fax press release
• Train spokespeople
• Make Pitch calls to radio and wire services
Morning of
• pitch calls to TV
• reminder calls
1 week after media event
• Track coverage, get original copies
• Email thank yous to reporters
• Conduct evaluation & next steps planning
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Communications Roles Chart

Roles
Communications Coordinator
• Responsible for overseeing the strategic direction and implementation of the
communications campaign
• Point person to YMC TA provider
• Responsible for synthesizing staff media monitoring and other research, and
applying implications to campaign
• Responsible for content development for communications materials
Journalist Liaison
• Responsible for developing and maintaining targeted press list
• Responsible for relationship-building with journalists
• Responsible for setting up interviews with spokespeople
• This person can be, but does not have to be an official spokesperson for the
campaign (can just connect journalists to spokespeople and provide background
information not to be quoted)
Spokesperson Coordinator
• Responsible for identifying strategic spokespeople in membership
• Responsible for coordinating spokesperson trainings with YMC TA provider
• Responsible for spokesperson coaching in between trainings with support from
YMC TA provider
• Since this is the main role your members will play, the leadership development
director should probably be your spokesperson coordinator
Materials Guru
• Responsible for designing and producing (not writing) communications materials
(e.g. press releases, press kits, billboards, flyers, etc.)
• Responsible for ensuring the organization has sufficient materials at all times
• Usually works in close contact with communications coordinator around content
of materials
Documentarian
• Responsible for all aspects of documenting campaign
• Responsible for tracking coverage and maintaining files of earned coverage
• Responsible for securing people to take photos and video of media events for
internal documentation
• Usually works closely with Communications Coordinator to document the process
of the campaign
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Pitching
WHAT IT IS

for those of us who have never talked to
a reporter before. There are some report-

Press releases alone won’t earn you me-

ers and editors who play up the power

dia coverage. But a good press release fol-

dynamic between themselves and com-

lowed by a strategic pitch will. Pitching

munity members; they may be rude,

is the second step in delivering your sto-

cold or even antagonistic. But more of-

ry idea to a reporter. Your pitch should be

ten than not, reporters will treat your

a 30-second rap crafted to convince the

pitch as part of the day-to-day routine

reporter you have a hot story item they

of their job. Remember, good stories are

shouldn’t pass up.

reporter’s bread and butter. Pitching is a
way to serve up this bread and butter. If

Pitching can be intimidating, especially

you have been effective at crafting a

WHAT YOU DO
1. Craft an effective pitch rap. Again, you have about 30 seconds max to catch a
reporters attention. Start with your news, then elaborate on the compelling background of the story. Use the template and sample to help you.
2. Practice and deliver your pitch. When you pitch, make it fast and efficient,
but casual and conversational. At all times try to keep opportunities open by
asking permission to follow-up — Can I send you more information? Can I
check back with you tomorrow or at another time? Is there someone else at
your outlet I should talk to? Can I leave you my cell phone number in case you
have questions?
3. Call until you talk to a live person. If you get voicemail, leave an initial message with your phone number and a quick description of your story idea. Then
call back (but don’t leave any more messages) until you reach the reporter or
editor so you can introduce yourself and gauge their response to your pitch. You
can use the press list template in this toolkit to keep notes on your pitch calls to
reporters in your press list.
4. Approach pitching with a relationship-building mindset. If the reporter doesn’t
do a story for your event this time, keep the door open so that you can keep reporters informed of developments in the future. Remember your role is to be a credible
resource to reporters, not to strong-arm them into covering your story.
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WHAT YOU NEED

you can feel confident that you are pitching something that a reporter can use. If

•	Pitch Rap Worksheet, p. 121

you don’t feel confident that you have a

•	Sample Pitch Rap, p. 122

newsworthy story, take a step back; you

•	Pitching Dos and Don’ts, p. 123

might have to beef up your research,
sources and newshooks before you’re
ready to pitch.
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Pitch Rap
Reporters used to “hang out” in the neighborhoods to find good stories. These days, reporters rely more
and more on the Internet and on what others bring to their attention. Once you’ve developed your frames,
messages and a good story, use this worksheet to prepare to pitch to journalists.
Remember, when you call a journalist to pitch a story, you are not asking for a favor. Rather, you are helping
reporters do their job, which is to report compelling news.
What is the new development? What is happening?

Who is this story about?

Why is it interesting and important to a broad audience?

Where and when is it going to happen?

What additional information can you provide or refer the reporter to?
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sample Pitch Rap
COMMunitY COalitiOn fOr MeDia aCCOuntaBilitY, OCtOBer 2005
Hello, are you on deadline?
yes:

no:

Ask when would be a

Jump in...

good time to call back

I’m calling talk to you about a story I thought you might be interested in, because of your track record covering
media news. Do you have a minute?
Recently, former education secretary Bill Bennett made news by saying that to reduce crime we could abort
black children. This Friday, Bay Area radio listeners are conducting a direct action against his local host station
910am KNEW. Are you familiar with KNEW?
We have gathered about 2000 signatures from Bay Area residents asking the FCC to deny the broadcast license
renewal of KNEW and three other Clear Channel stations because of their failure to serve our local interests.
This Friday, concerned community members will stage a Halloween action to deliver these signatures and
launch an unprecedented legal challenge to the Federal Communications Commission.
This is a once in a decade opportunity for listeners to have input on what gets played on our local radio stations.
Will you be able to come?
yes oR mAyBe:

no:

Great, please feel free to call

Is there anyone else at your outlet

if you have any questions.

that covers media issues?
Would you like any additional
information for a future story?

###
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Pitching Do’s and Don’ts
Scared of talking to reporters? Don’t be! Journalists are workers and regular people like us. But they can be
busy, and it’s important to be professional and not waste their time (or yours)!
Pitching generally happens in three stages over the course of 1-2 weeks prior to your event or news release.
First - Get it on their planning calendars. Second - Follow-up with juicy details, special features and what’s
unique. Third – Do a hard-sell to convince them to do a story or come out to your event.
DO
¸

Ask if they’re on deadline

¸

Ask when’s the best time of day to call

¸

Deliver your story in conversational style

¸

Sell your story, not just the event or issue

¸

Have your facts straight

¸

Say "I don’t know, but I’ll find out and get back to you" if there’s something you don’t know

¸

Get back to them

¸

Say thank you for their time and interest

¸

Consider anything you say will be “on the record”

DON’T

L
L
L
L
L
L
L

Just ask if they can come to the event
Cuss
Get upset if the reporter is rude or impatient
Lie, exaggerate or estimate if you’re not sure of the facts
Just SAY the issue is important — you should SHOW this through your story
Expect that the journalist will tell just your side of the story
Say anything you wouldn’t want to see in print
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Building Relationships with Reporters
WHAT IT IS

be your friends, but don’t assume they
are your enemies either.

For organizers, conducting communications work is not just about getting
that one-time media hit to raise your
organizational profile, it’s about cultivating sustained relationships with
journalists to shift public debate, influence

decision-makers

and

build

Building relationships with reporters requires strategy, systems and materials.
Follow these steps to building the relationships you need to influence the public debate.
WHAT YOU NEED

power.
• sample good and bad letter

Building relationships with reporters is
like building relationships with sympathetic targets. Don’t expect reporters to
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WHAT YOU DO
1. Respond to journalists when they cover your issue. Use the sample letter
templates to give journalists positive feedback or constructive criticism.
2. Identify key journalists. Using your press list (see Chart Your Course: Press
Lists, p. 45 ),

identify specific reporters who are particularly influential, sym-

pathetic to your viewpoint, or whose stories have generally been accurate and
strong. This is your “A” list of journalists to stay in close contact with.
3. Access a system for tracking journalists and responding to coverage. Use
the Youth Media Council’s online Echo Press Database to build your own press
lists, enter new reporter contacts, and track reporter preferences and behavior.
You can also send letters directly to journalists in response to particularly good
or bad coverage. If your organization is not in California, see the resources
129)

(p.

page for other options.

4. Create a system for briefing journalists. The best way to build relationships
is to stay in touch with journalists even when you don’t have news. Create a
blog, monthly newsletter, a weekly news tip email, or an opportunity-driven
issue update to email directly to your target journalists. For examples, see the
Enter the Debate: Resources (p. 129)

section.

5. Develop materials for journalists. Create an online pressroom and an organizational press kit. You can update the pressroom and press kit quarterly, and
announce these updates through email. See http://echo.youthmediacouncil.
org/sections/view/pressroom for an example.
6. Create a plan for reaching journalists. Identify conferences, public events
and journalism mixers where you can introduce yourself to journalists and
give them your press kit. Remember, you’re not pitching stories when you do
outreach, you’re simply introducing yourself and your organization, and inviting the journalist to learn more about your issue through your materials. The
idea is to leave the journalist with a positive impression so they believe you’re
a credible source and will call you the next time they write a story on your
issue.
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sample good & Bad letter templates
Staying in communications with reporters about a job well done, is just as important as letting them know
when their article or story wasn’t thorough. When a reporter or producer does a particularly good or bad job,
let them know. Remember, just as a typo or inaccuracy can damage the effectiveness of your press release, the
same can hurt your credibility in building relationships through feedback.
gooD

BAD

for Positive, Accurate and

for inaccurate, Biased or

Balanced coverage of your issue

unbalanced coverage of your issue

Dear [FILL IN reporter name]:

Dear [FILL IN reporter name]:

Thank you for your story [FILL IN the article
title or TV/radio story description].
I want to commend you for the balance,
accuracy and fairness of your story.
In particular, I appreciate [FILL IN the
historical context or accuracy, i.e. your accurate
portrayal of our youth/members, your attention
to detail, your critical analysis of the problem].
If you don’t mind, I’ll be sending you
periodic updates on developments in our work.
In the meantime, please feel free to email or call
[FILL IN your direct phone number and email] if
you have any questions. We’re happy to be one of
your community sources.

I saw your story [FILL IN the article title or
TV/radio story description and the date], and want to
thank you for your commitment to issues important
to your viewers/readers.
There are a few inaccuracies that I’d like to call
your attention to:
• You included [misspelled name], which [should
have been spelled ________]
• You quoted me as saying, [“inaccurate quote”],
when [I had in fact said ________]
• Your story mentions [inaccurate fact]. [The truth
is ________]
• Your story presents [inaccurate representation
of your organization or issue]. [I want to clarify
that…]

All the Best,
[FILL IN your name and organization]

• Your story left out [missing perspectives]. A
fair and balanced story [would have included
________]
I hope you’ll receive this feedback in the sprit of
common pursuit of fairness, accuracy and balance.
We look forward to continuing to work with you.
Please feel free to email or call [FILL IN your direct
phone number and email] if you have any questions.
We’re happy to be one of your community sources.
Respectfully Yours,
[FILL IN your name and organization]
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organize Da Bay: take Back our schools campaign!
oveRview
Fifty years after Brown vs. Board of Education
- the Supreme Court case mandating the racial
integration of schools, thereby guaranteeing
equal education to all regardless of race - youth
organizers in the Bay Area, realizing that schools
were still separate and unequal, took action. The
Organize Da Bay Coalition is comprised of youth
for quality education. In 2005, two years after a
state takeover of Oakland Unified School District,
frustrated parents, students and teachers decided that enough was enough.
“We were experiencing a state of emergency,” ex-

settlement, known as the Williams settlement, al-

plains youth organizer Santi Salazar. Eight schools were

lows schools to apply for an emergency fund to fix

shut down, OUSD was in more debt than before State

problems that are hazardous to students’ health and

Superintendent Jack O’Connell appointed Randy Ward

impact the quality of education, such as lack of text-

to control Oakland schools. Most importantly, students,

books, mold in classrooms, and unqualified teachers.

teachers and parents watching the quality of educa-

While the settlement is a huge step in guaranteeing

tion deteriorate had no way to influence local policies

baseline standards of quality education, many stu-

or make the necessary changes to ensure quality edu-

dents, parents and teachers still do not know how to

cation. Organize Da Bay, through organizing students,

make complaints and principals are unsure how to

parents and teachers, targeted Randy Ward in their Take

Organize Da Bay:
Take Back Our Schools Campaign!

organizing groups across the Bay Area fighting

access the emergency funds for their school.

Back Our Schools Campaign demanding more local con-

• In 2005, ODB sensed frustration was high and was

trol, more funding for education and an end to school

able to channel students’, parents’ and teachers’ an-

closures and the high school exit exam.

ger and confusion productively through collective
action. ODB organized a walk-out on May 27, 2005,

stePs to success

calling the action “Take Back Our Schools Day.” Over
2000 students participated in the walk-out. All major

ODB useD Multiple strategies tO Meet their
CaMpaign gOals.
• In 2000, Youth Together worked with ACLU and
Public Advocates to provide student testimony for
a state lawsuit on unequal conditions and unequal
opportunities. The case was settled in 2004. The

television and newspaper outlets covered the event.
ODB COuntereD Bias in the MeDia with their
Own prOaCtive MeDia strategY using YOuth
as spOkespeOple.
• Before the walk-out, the Oakland Tribune printed
an article characterizing Oakland youth and
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ODB activists and rowdy and unhelpful. ODB orga-

Impacts

nizers invited the reporter to ride the bus from Bret
Hart Middle School to Life Academy High School on

Take Back Our Schools Day was successful in build-

the day of the walk-out. The reporter spent signifi-

ing unity between parents, teachers and students who

cant time with students to understand how serious

were frustrated at the state of public education in the

they were about changing their school conditions.

Bay Area. The collective action and the ensuing media

The next article he wrote was much more objective.

attention put pressure on Randy Ward to meet with

ODB asked YMC to support its message

ODB organizers. “For two years before the walkout,

development and spokesperson training.

Ward did not respond to our request for a youth meet-

• The Youth Media Council helped ODB with its mes-

ing,” explained Shanice Berry, ODB high school mem-

sage development, developing sound bytes that

ber, “Without our media work, Ward would have con-

helped youth spokespeople stay on message. YMC

tinued to ignore us.”

trained youth leaders to understand the goals of
media coverage, and to speak to the media. Allowing

ODB set up a series of meetings with Ward, including

youth voices to speak for themselves helped to shift

two student forums. Through the meetings, ODB was

adults’ perceptions of Oakland youth as trouble-

able to negotiate with Ward to sign onto and endorse

makers, apathetic and disinterested in school.

‘meaningful student engagement’ policies which

• Message development and training with youth

would draft new leadership standards and positions

spokespeople allowed youth to understand and

for youth and community organizers within the school

communicate complex issues, like how the federal

districts.

No Child Left Behind policies punish poor schools
in communities of color.

Through the media work, ODB was also able to increase

• Every major television station and the Oakland

the leadership skills, investment and commitment of

Tribune attended the event. The youth spokespeople

youth leaders who were filled with new confidence and

were able to deliver a concise and well-thoughout

power. “Even if you don’t win your policies,” Berry said,

message contributing to their confidence, leader-

“getting media attention means that we walk away feel-

ship skills and commitment to the campaign.

ing more powerful.”

ODB conducted a series of smaller media
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events, such as press conferences, to lead

Through using a proactive media strategy that centered

up to their big media event with a

on youth telling their own stories and building inter-

• ODB holds regular media events such as press confer-

est in the organization and the issue through smaller

ences to lead up to their week of actions to keep vis-

media event, ODB was able to use their media strategy

ibility high around the issue, increase their legitima-

to effectively pressure their policy targets and increase

cy and maintain their relationships with reporters.

the leadership of their members. ODB is prioritizing me-

• Due to their consistent presence, reporters regular-

dia in their ongoing work for educational justice. “It’s

ly ask ODB for comments on a range of issues relat-

easier now,” said Santi Salazar, an organizer with Youth

ing to educational justice. This, in turn, strengthens

Together, “now we know how important it (media) is and

ODB’s visibility and legitimacy.

what we need to do to get it.”
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Progressive P.R. Specialists
Core Communications: www.corecommunications.org
Environmental Media Services: www.ems.org
Fenton Communications: www.fenton.com
Systems for briefing journalists
Community Media Workshop: www.newstips.org
Youth Media Council Echolandia blog: echo.youthmediacouncil.org/blogs
Propaganda Production in the Bay Area
Design: Design Action Collective: www.designaction.org
iarte: www.iarte.com
Tumi’s: www.tumis.com
Printing
Inkworks: www.inkworkspress.org
Sequoya: sequoyahgraphics@sbcglobal.net
Silkscreening
Native Graphix: www.homeysf.org/native.html
Music Production
Youth Movement Records: www.youthmovementrecords.org
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5
chapter

SHAPE THE DEBATE
By this stage, you’re well on the way to

On this trip you’ll learn three basic

your destination. You’ve followed your

methods for shaping the debate: 1)

course and entered the debate by dis-

advancing your story through well-

tributing your materials, pitching your

trained spokespeople, 2) confronting

story to reporters, and picking up a few

bias and advancing your story through

groups of folks on the way. Now you

letters to the editor, and 3) fleshing out

want to go farther in your

the details of your story through op-

journey by deeply influenc-

eds. By applying these three methods

ing the way your issue is

at strategic moments in your campaign

covered in the media.

you will be advancing your position by

Now you want
to go farther
in your journey
by deeply
influencing
the way your
issue is covered
in the media.

developing complexity in the coverage
This phase of your trip will

of your issue. This complexity is a level

take you off the highway and

of public debate that all issues deserve,

onto the backroads. To get

because it allows audiences to make

to your better community,

informed decisions that lead to more

you’ll have to take a little more time to

sound public policies.

deepen everything you’ve already done:
Take a good hard look at your monitoring

Use the overviews and tools in this

results and use them to refine your frames

section to navigate the back-roads

and messages, sharpen your strategic

of shaping public debate; long-term

story, and update your materials. Stocked

work in this area can result in shifts

with this fuel, you’re ready to steer your

in public opinion that will take you

organization or alliance toward becoming

leaps and bounds closer to your better

a key player in the public debate.

community.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Letter to the Editor: a short letter sent to the editors of a publication about stories
or images that have appeared in the publication. For organizers, a key tactic in
shaping the debate.
Defensive Letters to the Editor: letters that confront bias in stories or images that
have appeared in the publication
Offensive Letters to the Editor: letters that piggyback off news that has appeared in
the publication to advance your position
Media Bias: unbalanced media content that fails to tell a full story
Media Events: public events designed to move messages and stories through target
media outlets
Op-ed: 500-800 word essays that express an opinion and get printed opposite the
staff-written editorials in a newspaper
Pivot Points: there will be times when reporters may ask questions that may
distract you from your message. Pivot points come in handy to flip the way the
conversation is going by using transition phrases. This allows you to “pivot” the
conversation back to YOUR message
Spokesperson: someone who delivers a message by speaking through the media
on behalf of a group of people. An effective spokesperson has a personal
connection to the issue, and has the skills and preparation necessary to deliver
messages and soundbites that advance campaign goals.
Soundbites: an 8-10 second attention-grabbing quote that delivers the meat of your
message using catchy language that rhymes, evokes images, uses metaphors and
ends with a solution
Talking Points: scripted responses to dominant stereotypes and/or tough questions a
reporter might ask
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SHA P E THE D EBATE: section 1

Spokesperson Skills
WHAT IT IS

message to target audiences. You don’t
have to make friends with a reporter, and

Sometimes just thinking about speak-

you don’t have to right all past wrongs by

ing to a reporter is enough to make us

getting belligerent with the media. You

sweat. A lot of us have had negative ex-

just have to deliver your message, and

periences with reporters who end up

thank reporters for their time. By doing

misquoting us, or taking our words out

so, you’ll have taken a huge step toward

of context. Because of this real history

controlling the debate, instead of letting

of bias and the real power imbalance

media makers’ agendas control you.

between media makers and folks from
marginalized communities, we tend to

Of course, with longer interviews you

either fidget and act small in interviews,

need to converse and not just deliver

or get aggressive and put on our mental

a message or soundbite. Acting as a

boxing gloves.

spokesperson in longer interviews is
an art, much like the art of negotiation

But once you get clear on a spokesperson’s

– your mission as a spokesperson is to

role, the task doesn’t seem so scary. The

be a skilled player in shaping the debate.

goal of being a spokesperson is simply to

These tips and exercises will help you ac-

deliver your campaign or organizational

complish that mission!

WHAT YOU DO
1. Get familiar with the qualities of an effective spokesperson. Use the
framework for becoming an effective spokesperson (p. 137)

for tips on

how to act like a player in the public debate.
2. Know how to control the debate. Check out the Top
the debate (p. 136)

6 tips for controlling

to learn how to control the debate.

3. Know how to shape the debate in all forms of media. Use the
tips (p. 138)

interview

to get tips on how to be an effective spokesperson in TV, radio and

print interviews.
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reporter should ask any question that
comes to mind, the more ridiculous the

1. Pivoting Exercise
What

you

need:

better. The interviewee then practices
butcher

paper,

soundbites
What you say: Now we’re going to prac-

their soundbites by using various pivot phrases to stay on message. Switch,
then debrief in big group.

tice what it feels like to stay in control
of an interview. Remember, reporters
may try to guide us off track to get

2. Rally Exercise with optional video
feedback

their story because that’s their job. Our

What you need: soundbites and mes-

job is to (1) stay on message and (2) ad-

sages, a microphone or prop for people

vance our campaign goals. To do that

to use as a microphone, video camera

we always gotta come back to center,

and TV (optional)

meaning, come back to the message.

What you say: Imagine you’re at a rally.

How do we do that? One way is with a

Each of you is a spokesperson who will

tool called pivot phrases.

get the chance to speak to a TV interviewer for a short 2 minutes.

Butcher paper:

		

Your goal is to deliver the sound-

Pivot phrases

bite incorporating the elements of an

The real issue is…

effective spokesperson, applying the

My point is…

principles of controlling debate, and

That’s a myth, what’s real is…

using your personal pivot phrases to

What’s important is…
Once again…

stay on message.
How it works: If you’re videotaping,

Right now we’re hoping to…

explain that participants should hold

In my experience...		

feedback until after everyone has had

I believe...

a turn. Then you will review the video

In my community/school...

and give feedback on each person’s
performance. If you’re not videotaping,

134

How it works: Have each participant

tell participants to pay close atten-

get familiar with the pivot phrases by

tion during each interview. After each

reading them aloud. Then ask people

interview they will give feedback to

to add to the list. Divide up into pairs,

the spokesperson. (See feedback ques-

have one person act as the reporter,

tions below). Take first volunteer. Keep

and the other as the interviewer. The

interviews to 1-2 minutes. After
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each volunteer, have participants clap
for support. After each participant has
had a turn, play back the video on TV.
After each participant ask: What do
you remember hearing? What was good
about their delivery? What could have
been better?
WHAT YOU NEED
•	Top six tips for controlling the
debate, p. 136
•	Framework for being an
effective spokesperson, p. 137
•	Interview tips in different
formats, p. 138
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Top Six Tips For Controlling The Debate
•	Make sure you are a strategic choice for a spokesperson.
Are you the right candidate to be a main character in your story? You could
be a person directly affected by the issue you’re working on, an advocate, or a
policy “expert” or professional, like a lawyer, who can provide policy context to
reporters.
• Personalize the message.
Be able to explain your connection to the issue so you can personalize the
message. This establishes your credibility as a spokesperson and makes it more
likely that your audience will hear your message.
•	Know what you will say and what you won’t say.
There may be personal details about your own life that reporters will dig into,
which are irrelevant to the strategic story you’re trying to tell. Be clear about
the pieces of personal information that will help you convey your message, and
eliminate those that play into existing stereotypes or simply distract from your
message. Remember, you don’t have to answer every question a reporter poses.
•	Confront lies, stereotypes and bias.
If a reporter asks questions that raise stereotypes, challenge these stereotypes,
don’t just ignore them. If you ignore them, the reporter will continue to produce
their story based on these stereotypes. Instead say calmly, “Actually, that’s
a myth” or “That’s a common stereotype, but the reality is...” Redirect their
questions to bring it back to your message.
• Repeat, Repeat, Repeat!
Repeat your message and soundbites by using “pivot phrases” like, “The point
is...,” “What I’m here to say is...,” “In my experience...,” or “That’s an important
question but the real issue is...”
• Practice, Practice, Practice!
Role-play in front of a camera, if possible. Then playback the videotape and note
whether or not you delivered the message clearly, and if your body language
was effective. Use the framework
(p. 135) , and

guides when practicing.
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Framework For Being An Effective Spokesperson
Qualities of a Good
Spokesperson
Feel Confident

Action Principles
• Stand tall, be open, speak firmly
• Believe in yourself – you are an expert and deserve to be heard

Keep It Brief

• Less is more

Be Clear

• Speak slowly and articulate each word
• If you feel yourself rambling, pause, take a breath and start again

Stay Real

• Speak on your personal connection to the issue

Have Discipline

• Practice, practice, practice
• Stay focused on the message and the goal

Speak Truth

• Stick to what you know
• Don’t say anything you don’t know to be true

Be Strong

• Inject your message at every opportunity
• Take advantage of your right to end an interview at strategic times – e.g.
once you’ve delivered and repeated your message, or if the reporter is
threatening and disrespectful toward you
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Interview Tips in Different Formats
RADIO TALKSHOWS
When interviewing for radio, you’re relying on your voice to set the tone and your words to paint visual
pictures for your audience. Compared to TV and print, radio talkshows allow you to convey the most
information directly to your audience —so be ready to share anecdotes and stories that support your main
points.
• Bring notes. You can have a sheet of paper in front of you for reference. Keep your notes to one page so
you don’t have to rustle through papers. Have 3 main points ready to share, along with key facts and
notes on anecdotes that will illustrate your main points. Also have your organization’s phone number and
website written down so you can share this information at the end of the show.
• Be dramatic. Speak slower and with more emphasis than normal. Vary your tone and sound excited,
passionate and inspiring. A dynamic tone is just as important as strategic soundbites when interviewing
on radio.
•	Eliminate distracting noises. Don’t tap your pen or move around too much in your chair. And don’t forget
to turn off your cell phone!
•	Acknowledge and correct mistakes. If you’re on live radio, correct a mistake or mispronounced word
by saying, “I’m sorry I meant to say….” Be lighthearted about it – everyone makes mistakes and your
audience will identify with you if you acknowledge a mistake and correct it. If you’re on taped radio say,
“Can we do that part over again?” then countdown 3-2-1 and start your statement again.
•	Greet and thank hosts. At the beginning of the show give your host a warm on-air hello and thank you
after they introduce you. At the end, thank them again.
TELEVISION NEWS
When interviewing for TV, you’re relying on your body language to set the tone and a sharp, strategic
soundbite to tell your audience why they should care about your issue and what action they should take.
Compared to radio and print, TV news allows you to convey the least information directly to your audience, so
be prepared with one point and repeat it a few times.
•	Set the scene. Guide the cameraperson so that s/he sets up the camera to capture the best scene is
behind you. You want banners, visuals and crowds as your backdrop.
•	Focus your gaze. Look at the reporter, not the camera. Fix your gaze and don’t look around. Looking
around or looking up to think makes you look shifty and uncomfortable on camera.
• Be open and confident. Keep your body language natural, open and strong. Move your hands for
emphasis but don’t move your shoulders or your head too much. If you’re wearing sunglasses or a hat
that might cover your eyes, take them off.
•	Wear your message. Wear a hat, t-shirt, sticker or button that carries your campaign message.
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Inter view T i ps c o n t.

• Control the interview. Stick to your soundbite and repeat, repeat, repeat. End the interview once
you’ve delivered the message. Remember that interview segments on TV news will be at most 10-15
seconds long. The more you talk, the more likely something you don’t want to appear on the news will
be aired. Once you’ve delivered your message a few times say, “Thank you very much,” and wait for the
cameraperson to stop recording. Once you’re off tape you can share more background information if you
feel it’s necessary.
PRINT NEWS & FEATURES
When interviewing for print you may have to provide background information as well as quotes, so be
prepared with resources to refer the reporter to, and provide additional sources to the reporter if necessary.
Print reporters may interview you for a long time, but remember that no matter how much you tell them you
will get at most 1-2 quotes in the story, so provide background information as necessary, but always come
back to your soundbites.
•	Establish the timeline. Ask the reporter if he or she is on deadline. If they are, stick to your soundbites.
If not, you have time to provide some background info to preface your soundbites.
• Outline the interview. You can tell the reporter what is background info and what they can quote. You
can say, “I’ll start with some background then answer any other questions you have.” Preface background
information with, “So just for background….” Then answer all questions with your soundbites.
• Don’t say anything you don’t want to see in print. Nothing is “off-record.” Stick to your soundbites and
stories that back up your message and campaign goals.
• Defer or refer questions you don’t know the answer to. If you don’t have an answer to a question
but can find it quickly, tell the reporter you’ll get back to them immediately with the answer after the
interview is over. If you don’t have the answer to a question but know someone who does say, “I know
someone who can answer that question better,” then give the reporter that person’s name and contact
information. If you don’t know, simply say, “I don’t have any information on that.”
•	Tell reporters about additional sources. Mention allies and opponents reporters could speak with to fill
out their story. Provide contact information if reporters need it. If you don’t have someone’s information,
offer to find it and email it to the reporter. This establishes your credibility and sets you up as a resource
for the reporter.
•	Take advantage of email. Sometimes reporters will offer you the option of responding to questions over
email. It’s a good idea to take advantage of this opportunity. Responding via email allows you to tightly
control your message and minimizes the chances of being misquoted.
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SHA P E THE D EBATE: section 2

Soundbites & Talking Points
WHAT IT IS

the prison budget in California. You adjust your “Schools Not Jails” soundbite to

Soundbites and talking points are key to

become “Governor Schwarzenegger has

shaping the debate because good sound-

failed to create more schools, not jails.

bites can convey your entire frame in one

We need informed leadership decisions

short catchy phrase, and good talking

to resource our public schools.”

points can challenge bias and build your
credibility.

Soundbites are useful in shorter interviews, and for the last word in longer in-

Soundbites are simplified versions of

terviews. For shorter interviews it’s best

your message, scripted so they’re easy

to simply repeat, repeat, repeat your mes-

for spokespeople to repeat, and easy to fit

sage and soundbites. The media have the

on campaign materials and propaganda.

power to edit and will edit you down to

Talking points are scripted responses to

one phrase on TV. Speaking in soundbites

dominant stereotypes and tough ques-

allows you to limit their power to distort

tions a reporter might bring up in an

and misrepresent your message.

interview.
For longer interviews, you’ll need to have
There a few different types of sound-

more of a conversation. There’s a fine line

bites. The first and most important is the

between having a back-and-forth con-

soundbite that frames your campaign.

versation and veering off course and off

Examples are “Unplug Clear Channel”,

message. Talking points help you prepare

“Take Back Our Schools”, and “Schools

for this back-and-forth, and will allow

Not Jails”. Another type of soundbite is

you to shape the debate in the context of

the kind that names your events or key

a strategic conversation.

publications like reports. Examples are
“SF families stand our ground”, “Justice

HOW YOU SHARE IT

Detained” and “For the Love of Radio.”
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Lastly, you’ll want to create soundbites

Soundbites and talking points are best

that address developments in your cam-

generated through creative exercises. Use

paign. These soundbites should take the

the exercises below to develop sound-

meat of your message and update the

bites and talking points with your media

message to piggyback off news. For ex-

team. You can also use the accompanying

ample, Governor Schwarzenegger pub-

sample soundbites and talking points as

licly speaks about the need to increase

models.
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WHAT YOU DO

1. Draw on examples. Check out the sample soundbites and talking points
sheet. Model your soundbites and talking points on these and others that have
worked.
2. Develop your soundbites and talking points through group process.
Soundbites should be short, sweet and easy to repeat. Use rhyme, metaphor,
alliteration and similes when possible. For example, education organizers in
Oakland used the following soundbite to support their message: “No Child Left
Behind leaves behind poor children and the legacy of Brown vs. Board. It keeps
our schools separate and unequal.”
See below!

Soundbites Exercises

minutes to brainstorm soundbites with
each other, then call time. Ask them to

Exercise I.

pick a PSA presenter, who will then pres-

‘Round the World Brainstorm

ent their PSA to the whole group. Debrief

Set up 4 butcher papers on separate

by discussing which soundbites were ef-

walls around the room. Each butcher pa-

fective and why.

per should have its own heading: “soundbites that rhyme” “soundbites with simi-

Exercise III. Hot Potato

les or metaphors” “soundbites that play

This exercise requires one ball per triad

on words” “soundbites that paint a pic-

of participants. Triads will face each oth-

ture”. Give each participant a marker.

er. Facilitator will give them 5 minutes to

Each participant will choose one butcher

brainstorm soundbites. The object is to

paper to start at. They will have 3 min-

think of one as quickly as possible then

utes at each paper, during this time they

toss it back to their partner. Participants

should brainstorm as many soundbites

cannot toss back the ball until they’ve

as they can and write them on the paper.

clearly articulated a soundbite. They cant

Facilitator should call time at 3 minutes

repeat one that has already been said in

and tell everyone to switch. Continue

their triad. At the end of 5 minutes, who-

until each person has had a turn at all

ever is left holding the ball has to report

four pieces of paper. Then give everyone

back on the best soundbites from the

2 minutes to walk around and read what

group. Debrief in large group by discuss-

people have wrote. Debrief by discussing

ing which ones they liked best and why.

which ones people liked most and why.
Talking Points Soapbox Exercise
Exercise II. 5-second PSA
In pairs, participants will get to create a

This

exercise

requires

butcher

pa-

5-second Public Service Announcement

per, markers, and a box or chair to

that consists of “Hi my name is ____”,

stand on. In a big group, ask everyone

I’m part of_______ (organization) and I’m

to brainstorm tough questions report-

here to say: (soundbite). Give pairs ten

ers might ask about your issue.
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Give them three categories to help their

viewee. The volunteer answers the ques-

brainstorming: questions that play up

tions as best as he or she can, and the fa-

stereotypes about us or this issue, ques-

cilitator writes up responses that will be

tions that dig for scandal, hard questions

useful for the whole group. Take more vol-

about our issue. Put these questions up

unteers. At the end of the exercise, reflect

on butcher paper. Divide the group into

back on the responses and refine them

pairs and have pairs brainstorm answers

into talking points. You may also need to

to the tough questions. Then ask for a vol-

indicate next steps for research to answer

unteer to stand in front of the room. The

hard questions about your issue that par-

rest of the participants are reporters who

ticipants were unable to answer through

call out questions to the volunteer inter-

the exercise.
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sample soundbites & talking Points
sounDBites

tAlking Points

“We need free transportation to get our education!”

“The Metropolitan Transportation Coalition’s racial

–Kids First Youth Bus Pass Campaign 2004

discrimination is putting AC Transit in a stranglehold.
AC Transit is forced to feed off its poorest riders to

“If we don’t get community accountability and equal

survive by hiking up fares for those who can afford it

resources, legalized racism will continue in Oakland

the least.”

public schools.”

–Kids First Youth Bus Pass Campaign 2004

Campaign, 2004

“I’m not leaving school, I’m teaching others how our
schools are being hurt by No Child Left Behind, the

“Students deserve a clean, healthy environment.”
–Youth Making a Change Clean Bathrooms
Campaign, 2005

High School Exit Exam and by the State Takeover of
Oakland Public Schools.”
–Organize Da Bay Take Back Our Schools
Campaign, 2004

“Enough is Enough - San Francisco families stand our
ground!”

“San Francisco families are struggling to stay in one of

–Coleman Advocates Budget four Families

the most expensive cities in the nation. We are standing

Campaign, 2006

our ground to demand that the Mayor launch a new
plan to create, preserve and support truly affordable

Sample Soundbites & Talking Points

–Organize Da Bay Take Back Our Schools

housing in our city.”
–Coleman Advocates Budget 4 Families Campaign,
2006
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SHA P E THE D EBATE: section 3

Letters (& Images) to the Editor
WHAT IT IS

commending the media outlet for an existing news story and using the rest of

Letters to the editor are a great way

the letter to advance your own story.

to shape debates already in the news.
Letters to the editor are just what they’re

Some newspapers also accept images to

called – short letters addressed to the

the editor. Use this tactic when you have

editors of newspapers or magazines, that

a simple image to share that conveys your

address stories that have recently ap-

story, and that relates to a story recently

peared in the publication.

in the newspaper.

Letters to the editor can be used as defen-

HOW YOU SHARE IT

sive and offensive tactics in an organizing
campaign. For folks from marginalized

For organizers, letters to the editor are

communities, letters to the editor are a

most effective when many people send in

quick and effective way to challenge biased

letters instead of just one person. When

articles. By writing a letter to the editor

you come across a particularly biased

that documents and reframes bias, you are

story, first write a sample letter given the

shaping the debate by defending your cam-

accompanying tools. Then send this sam-

paign and campaign allies against attacks.

ple letter out to allies, leaders and members with a clear ask to tailor the letter

You can also use letters to the editor as

and email it directly to the editor and cc

an offensive tactic, by piggybacking off

it to you for tracking purposes, within

existing news that relates to your issue.

one-two days for daily papers, within one

When using letters in this way, you are

week for weekly papers, and within

WHAT YOU DO
1. Learn the tips. Use the tipsheet to learn how to write a letter to the editor.
2. Draw on examples. Use the two examples as models for your letter. One is an
example of a defensive letter that responds to bias, the other is an example of
an offensive letter that piggybacks off news. For more examples, look at the letters section of your local newspaper.
3. Write your letter. Write your letter using the
sheet (p. 149) .
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two weeks for monthly or bimonthly
magazines. Remember that with letters
to the editor time is of the essence.
TIPS & TOOLS
•	Letter to the editor tips, p. 146
•	Sample letter responding to
bias, p. 147
•	Sample letter piggybacking off
news, p. 148
•	Letter to the editor worksheet,
p. 149
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w o R k s heet

letters to the editor tips
how to wRite A letteR to the eDitoR
1. Find the article you want to respond to in today or yesterday’s newspaper (any older and they won’t print it).
2. Use the attached letters to the

editor worksheet (p. 149)

to draft your letter.

3. the hook. State your opinion about the news article in the first sentence, then refer to the article inside
parentheses in this format: (“Title of press article,” 3-letter month, day).
4. the problem. State your opinion of the problem or bias clearly.
5. the facts. Offer well-framed facts and statistics that correct the problem or add missing perspectives to
the article. Use irony, soundbites and visual language.
6. Your solution. Propose a solution.
7. what’s at stake. In the final sentence, restate what action must be taken and who’s affected if action is
not taken.
8. signature. Sign the letter with your full name, position, organization and city where you are located.
senDing the letteR
1. Always spell check!!!
2. Email your letter to the letters editor (you can usually find the email address in the letters section of the
paper).
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sample letter to the editor Responding to Bias
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The San Francisco Chronicle
SECTION: EDITORIAL; Pg. B10; LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
August 12, 2005
Development’s impact
Editor -- Re your Aug. 10 editorial “Shakedown at City Hall,” I’m disappointed to see The Chronicle take sides
against average San Franciscans. What you call a political pastime is a vital mechanism for at-risk communities
to ensure survival and development in the face of gentrification.

residents of the South of Market will have the resources to improve Bessie Carmichael Elementary School and to
create more parks and service centers that will improve the quality of life of the existing neighborhood—for all,
including future residents of Rincon Hill.
Rather than put the squeeze on developers, the community stabilization fund allows developers to contribute
directly to a more balanced, vibrant South of Market neighborhood.

Sample Letter To The Editor
Responding To Bias

The nonprofit community fund approved by the Board of Supervisors this week will ensure that the long time

The political power grab you describe seems to me nothing more than a supervisor effectively meeting the needs
of his constituents. And the “pay-to-play” agreement you deride seems to me a fair exchange for the “hot real
estate” developments that normally bring money to city government while pushing low-income residents away.
JENNIFER SORIANO
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sample letter to the editor Piggybacking off news
sAmPle letteR to the eDitoR PiggyBAcking off news
Copyright 2005 The Chronicle Publishing Co.

The San Francisco Chronicle
JUNE 4, 2005, SATURDAY, FINAL EDITION
section: EDITORIAL; Pg. B6; LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
length: 1404 words
headline: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Body:
Help schoolkids with buses to classes
Editor -- As part of the United Nations World Environment Day conference in San Francisco, leaders from Brazil,
China and Colombia came to speak about the world-class transportation systems in their cities. But in the Bay
Area, officials are making it hard for us to get to school and to our after-school activities and jobs.
Students at the public high schools we attend sometimes have to choose between paying bus fares and eating
lunch. Many area schools don’t fund school buses, so students use public buses.
The members of our youth group (Real Hard, a project of Kids First in Oakland) come from low-income
communities. Our families don’t have big polluting SUVs to drive us to school and soccer practice -- so we do the
right thing for the environment by catching the bus.
But at its board meeting June 9, AC Transit may eliminate discounted passes for youth. That would increase the
cost of getting to school and after-school programs from $15 to $77 a month.
We surveyed more than 1,000 East Bay high-school students and found that 87 percent of them cannot afford to
pay more than $15 a month. Even with the discount, 76 percent said they sometimes use their lunch money for bus
fare.
How can we make something of ourselves if we can’t even get to school? How can we become better people who
make a difference in our communities?
We hope the mayors of our cities and the board of AC Transit are listening to the U.N. conferees. Perhaps they will
come to understand that our hopes cannot be realized without affordable transportation. AC Transit and Bay Area
governments should not just keep discounted youth passes -- they should make them free.
DOMINIQUE MURPHY
SASSIA HARRELL
ROBERT IBARRA
DEREKA WILLIAMS
Oakland
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Letter to the Editor Worksheet
(Title that makes your point):
(Start)
Editor –
The Hook:

Name the Article: (“title of press article,” 3-letter abbreviation for month. date)

State the Problem:

The Facts:

The Solution:

What’s at Stake:

Signature:
(Your Name)
(Position)
(Organization)
(Street Address) (City)
(Phone number)
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SH A P E THE D EBATE: Section 4

Op-Eds

WHAT IT IS

meeting with local politicians. For marginalized communities, op-eds are an im-

Opinion-editorials are 500-800 word es-

portant way to shape the debate because

says that get printed opposite the staff-

you can take a strong position unfiltered

written editorials in a newspaper. Op-eds

by reporters, and don’t have to worry

are prime real estate for grassroots orga-

about your message being distorted or

nizers who want to shape debate on their

lost. Op-eds also allow you to inject well-

issue. Why? Because decision-makers pay

framed details, context and questions to

attention to op-eds. The editorial pages,

deepen debate, and to position your or-

which include staff-written editorials,

ganization or coalition as a key player on

letters to the editor, and op-eds, are like

your issue.

a “town-hall” of debate that politicians
and other decision-makers turn to when
updating themselves on current issues.
So when it comes to building influence,
getting an op-ed into your local paper
is almost as good as having an insider

WHAT YOU NEED
• guidelines for developing opeds, p. 151
• sample op-eds, p. 125-154

WHAT YOU DO
1. Get to know the guidelines. Use the Guidelines
151)

for developing Op-eds (p.

sheet to navigate your way through creating your strategic op-ed.

2. Learn from examples. Use the accompanying samples to help you draft your
op-ed.
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w orksheet

Guidelines For Developing Op-Eds
• You need three things to write an effective op-ed: a good writer, a “credible”
person to sign the op-ed, and enough time to develop the content, have it
approved by your campaign leaders, and pitch it to op-ed editors.
• To have an op-ed placed, the writing quality of your op-ed must be on par
with the writing quality of the outlet you’re trying to place it in. Appoint your
best writer to the task of drafting the op-ed. This may not necessarily be the
same person who signs the op-ed. Your op-ed must be signed by someone who
is widely regarded as an “expert” on the issue at hand. This could be a local
politician, an academic or think tank researcher, or another respected public
official. If your organization has credibility on your issue, your organizational
director, lead campaign organizer and/or a member leader could sign the op-ed.
• Once you’ve drafted the op-ed, make sure campaign decision-makers get a
chance to edit it for sharpness and content. Pay special attention to making your
headline sharp and catchy, and to including a photo or drawing that frames
your argument – this headline and image will be the main “pitch” for your op-ed,
and if the editors like them enough they may print the op-ed with the headline
and images you submit.
• Then submit the op-ed by email or fax, with a short cover letter explaining why
the op-ed is important, and referencing recent related articles from the outlet
you’re pitching to.
• Followup with a phone call to alert the editor to your submission and tell them
you’re offering an exclusive. If you don’t hear back within a week or two of your
submission, you can begin to pitch other outlets in your local market. In general
though, you shouldn’t pitch two outlets in the same market – if they both end up
printing your op-ed your credibility will drop with both outlets, who won’t want
to run the risk of printing op-eds that are not exclusive news.
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sample op-ed 1
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sample op-ed 2
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transportation is a Youth right:
oakland kids First’s Youth Bus pass Campaign

Oakland Kids First’s Bus Pass Campaign

In 2002, youth organizers from Oakland-based Kids First

Justice Working Group (TJWG) to use the media and di-

and Youth Together worked with a coalition of adult al-

rect action to pressure AC Transit into keeping the dis-

lies to win free and affordable bus transportation for

counted youth passes, and to put the spotlight on the

low-income students in the area. In 2005, the local bus

Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC), the re-

system, AC Transit, announced it was considering elimi-

gional agency in charge of disbursing funds to the vari-

nating the youth bus passes due to budget cutbacks. Kids

ous public transportation systems throughout the Bay

First youth, who had worked so hard to win the free bus

Area.

pass, mobilized to pressure AC Transit into preserving
and/or reducing a discounted youth bus pass for middle

With the help of front-page news coverage in the Oakland

school and high school students. Without this discounted

Tribune, Kids First and the TJWG won. Discounted youth

pass, they knew most low-income students wouldn’t be

passes were preserved, and a clear message was sent to

able to get to school.

AC Transit: affordable public transportation is a youth
right, and should be secured at little to no cost to youth

Oakland Kids First joined forces with the Transportation

themselves.
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traNspo rtat I o N I s a Y o U t h r I G h t C o N t.
steps to sUCCess

THE CONTENT FOR CLEAR, COMPELLING TALKING POINTS. Kids First Organizers and their allies

•

KIDS FIRST PIGGYBACKED OFF RACIAL JUS-

from the Transportation Justice Working Group sur-

TICE NEWS. Kids First launched their “Free

veyed 1000 students at high schools across the East

Transportation to Get our Education” campaign

Bay to determine how the elimination of a youth bus

shortly after East Bay Bus Riders filed a lawsuit

pass would affect them. They translated their find-

against the MTC’s “separate and unequal transpor-

ings into key talking points, for example:

tation” practices. Data from the National Transit

•

Database showed that the commuter train from San
Francisco to Silicon Valley had 60 percent white rid-

bus regularly or frequently.
•

ers and received a subsidy of $13.79 per rider, while
AC transit had only 20.6 percent white riders and

83% of youth who had the free bus pass use the
92% of youth could not afford a bus pass that
costs more than $15.

•

80% of youth surveyed who had the free bus

received a subsidy of only $2.78 per rider. This story

pass sometimes use their lunch money to get to

made local news headlines, and Kids First quickly

and from school.

jumped into the debate.
•

KIDS

FIRST

SPOKESPEOPLE

WERE

WELL-

ChaLLeNGes & LessoNs LearNeD

TRAINED TO ENTER THE DEBATE. Kids First
brought in the YMC to train their spokespeople.

While Kids First was happy with the coverage they re-

Twelve Kids First Organizers went through a four-

ceived, they noted that there was no attribution of Kids

hour spokesperson training to practice staying

First or the Transportation Justice Working Group in

on message and controlling the debate in media

most of the media stories. They learned that spokes-

interviews. Kids First’s Associate Director Julie

people should always say their organizational affilia-

Iny said, “The youth left that training feeling very

tion when introducing themselves to the media, and that

confident”. When Kids First testified in front of

all signs and media materials should clearly state their

the Transportation Commission, and when they

organization’s name.

staged an action in front of the AC Transit Board of
Directors, they were ready to be dynamic credible

IMpaCts

speakers in front of the media.
•

•
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KIDS FIRST SHAPED THE DEBATE BY PIGGY-

Oakland Kids First won their campaign to preserve

BACKING OFF NEWS. Through daily monitoring

youth bus passes, in part because of the strong inter-

Kids First identified coverage of the United Nations

generational support of the TJWC, and in part because

World Environment Day as relevant news to piggy-

of the high-profile news coverage on the issue. They

back off of. They wrote a letter to the editor that

earned a front-page story in the Oakland Tribune, cover-

localized the story by telling the story of their youth

age on major TV networks and radio shows, and stories

bus pass campaign. Four youth organizers signed

in community and ethnic media. The coverage gener-

the letter and ensured that Kids First was men-

ated centered the dynamic voices of Kids First’s stellar

tioned in the body of the letter.

spokespeople. According to Associate Director Julie Iny,

KIDS FIRST CONDUCTED YOUTH-LED RESEARCH

“The hardship on young people, the need to target MTC

THAT BUILT THEIR CREDIBILITY, AND PROVIDED

for more money – our messages really got out clearly.”

1

Scope The Scene

2
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3
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4
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SUCCESS
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B U i L D ON Y OU R SUCCESS

6
chapter

BUILD ON YOUR SUCCESS
Congratulations, you’ve reached your des-

Corporations and bigger non-profits

tination! But you also know your destina-

document media coverage using corpo-

tion is really just one short-term stop in

rate clipping services. Most grassroots

a long-term journey towards youth rights

organizing groups can’t afford to use

and racial justice. In any case you’ve

these tools. We rely on people power and

reached a rest stop that allows

a few practical tools to track and evalu-

It’s time for
deliberate

you to sit back and reflect on

ate coverage.  The tips and tools in this

how far you’ve come. At each

last section will help you track down

documentation step of the way you’ve docu& evaluation.
mented your work. By now you
have a bus full of people, rela-

your media coverage and assess how effective you were at entering and shaping
the debate.

tionships with reporters, and a growing
file of media coverage earned along the

Once you’ve taken stock of your trip,

way.  Now you want to look back and take

an essential follow-through step is

stock of what you’ve done well and what

sharing your success. Grassroots or-

you could have been done better.

ganizing

groups

across

the

coun-

try need successful communications
It’s easy to let this last stage of your trip slip

case studies on which to model their

because it’s tempting to just keep cruising.

work. Sharing your success through

But this stage is critical to ensuring that you

case studies and grassroots distribu-

don’t drive off the map. So park the bus and

tion ensures that your lessons learned

get out from behind the wheel. It’s time for

contribute to the movement- building

deliberate documentation and evaluation.

journey toward justice.
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G l o s s ary

Case Studies: in organizing, case studies are narrative stories of success that
highlight best practices, lessons learned, impacts, and steps for replication.
Clipping Services: corporations that scan media for materials about your
organization, campaign or issue.
Documentation: gathering, organizing, and filing documents to keep a record of your
campaign purpose, process and outcomes.
Evaluation: assessing the effectiveness of an activity, program or campaign to see if
you’ve met your goals and objectives
Lessons Learned: looking back, what you would have done differently and how you
would do it differently to better meet your goals.
Media Footprint: a corporate marketing term that means the “tracks” or “mark” you
leave on your target audiences, measured by profit. For organizers, we flip this
term and use it to mean the mark you leave on public debate.
Tracking: Keeping track of something, like keeping track of media coverage by
hunting it down, clipping it, and filing it away.
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B U I L D ON Y O UR SUCC ESS: sect ion 1

Tracking & Evaluating Coverage
WHAT IT IS

month, and some require a minimum
contract of three months. These services

As grassroots organizers with not much

are generally worth it only if you are gen-

time on our hands, we can let track-

erating several media hits per week. (See

ing and evaluating coverage slip off our

resources, p. 176 ).

plates. Once a media tactic is completed,
we tend to automatically move on to the

Otherwise, this is yet another time for

next action. But just like planning helps

grassroots organizations to rely on peo-

you chart your course and do only the

ple power to get the job done.

work that’s most strategic, tracking and
evaluating coverage will help you docu-

HOW YOU SHARE IT

ment your successes and challenges, and
will help sharpen your strategy for future

Evaluating coverage can be a great lead-

phases of your media campaign. It’s like

ership

fine-tuning your bus for the next trip.

members and leaders, as well as staff.

development

opportunity

for

You can set up an evaluation discussion
Tracking is just a fancy word for clipping

by gathering up to 20 people and leading

copies of media coverage you’ve earned,

them through a facilitated discussion

so you can document the media “footprint”

using the questions on the accompany-

you’re making on the terrain of public de-

ing

bate. Evaluating coverage can be a simple

(p. 163) .

and rewarding process that allows you to

nition of terms on the sheet. Then frame

media coverage evaluation form

Begin the discussion with a defi-

assess the size and quality of your media

the discussion as an opportunity for ev-

“footprint”. Conducted together after me-

eryone to assess the coverage earned and

dia events or at regular intervals of a media

evaluate challenges and successes. The

campaign, consistent tracking and evalu-

outcome of the discussion will be a doc-

ation of coverage will allow you to better

umented evaluation of each story, which

assess your overall media campaign, and

will then be used to plan next steps in

will give you the content you need to share

the media campaign. View one TV clip

successes and lessons learned.

or listen to one radio clip together, and
model an evaluation of that clip by shar-

Organizations with a budget for commu-

ing an evaluation form you’ve already

nications sometimes pay clipping servic-

filled out for that clip. Then review se-

es to track coverage of their organization.

lect coverage together, by reading print

These services can vary from 100-300 per

stories aloud and listening to and
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WHAT YOU DO
1. Delegate coverage tracking. Use the accompanying
161)

media sign-in sheet (p.

to assign staff, leaders, allies and friends to tracking specific stories im-

mediately after a media event.
2. Track coverage now to save time and money later. Use the accompanying
tracking tips (p. 162)

to guide you in tracking down your coverage in a timely

fashion. The longer you wait to clip your coverage, the harder and more expensive it gets to track it down.
3. Evaluate your coverage. Once you have your coverage clipped, you’re ready
to evaluate each story. Use the accompanying
form (p. 163)

media coverage evaluation

as a tool to guide your evaluation.

Remember that a successful media story clearly conveys your frame and message, quotes your spokespeople, and credits your organization as a key player
in the issue. A good story does NOT just tell your side of the story. Instead, a
good story clearly states your position in the context of other positions. And ideally, your solutions and values ring most loud and clear. The best stories actually teach you something – they may include details, facts and other information
about your issue that you didn’t know.

viewing TV and radio clips together, and
facilitating a large group or small group
discussion about each story.
WHAT YOU NEED
•	Media Sign-in Sheet, p. 161
• media

coverage

Tracking

Tips,

p. 162
•	Media Coverage Evaluation Form,
p. 163
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Media Sign-In Sheet
Event:

Date:

Outlet

Reporter

Phone

Email

When will story appear?

Who will track?

Outlet

Reporter

Phone

Email

When will story appear?

Who will track?

Outlet

Reporter

Phone

Email

When will story appear?

Who will track?

Outlet

Reporter

Phone

Email

When will story appear?

Who will track?

Outlet

Reporter

Phone

Email

When will story appear?

Who will track?
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Media Coverage Tracking Tips
For all mediums, follow these general tips:
• Ask the reporter when s/he thinks the story will run.
• If they are from a community-based outlet or if you have a particularly good relationship with them, ask
them if they’ll send you copies of the story.
• If you don’t see or hear the story, email the reporter to inquire – sometimes stories get cut or pushed off
to a later publication date by editors.
Print
• For daily papers, check for the story the day after your media event, or weekly papers, check the week
after etc.
• Always get at least three hard copy originals of print stories for your documentation files.
Radio
• Ask the radio reporter or producer if they have online archives of their broadcasts, and if they are
downloadable. If so, find your story online and download it to your music player. Then you should be able
to email this story, post it to a website, or burn it to a CD.
• If the outlet does not post its broadcasts, then ask if you can get a recording from the reporter or
producer. This usually only works with community-based outlets.
• If the above two options don’t work, find someone with a good old-fashioned tape recorder who can tape
the broadcast when it airs.
TV
• In advance of your media event, mobilize people with DVD recorders or VCR recorders or technology like
Tivo to record the TV news when your story airs.
• Always ask at least 2 people to tape the same story, to have backup in case of technical difficulties (there
usually are technical difficulties).
• Make at least two copies of each TV story for your documentation files
• If you miss the chance to record TV stories yourself, go to a professional clipping service. Know the date
and time of the TV news show in which your story appeared, and have keywords ready for the clipping
service staff to search by. These services usually cost about 40-50 bucks per story, but are well worth as a
last resort. See the resources section for clipping service contacts.
Web
• The easiest format to track. Do a google news search! Do blogs searches!
• You can also set up an alert system on google or yahoo, that searches and alerts you to news coverage
containing keywords, like your campaign or organization name.
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Media Coverage Evaluation Form
Story Name:

Date of story:

Reporter:

Media Outlet:

Racial Justice Frame and Messages
What is the problem/conflict and who is to blame? What solutions are offered, if any?

What is the main message in this story?

On a scale of 1-5 rate how clearly our frame and message was conveyed in this story:
1

2

3

Not at all			

4

Somewhat			

5
Loud and clear!

How clearly was institutional racism exposed?
1

2

3

Not at all			

Were racial justice solutions proposed?

4

Somewhat			

Y

N

5
Loud and clear!

explain:

spokespeople
How many of our spokespeople were quoted?
0

1

2

3

More than 3

Who else was quoted?

How were our spokespeople positioned versus the other characters? What role did they play in the story?
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Organizational Attribution
Was our organization mentioned? What role does it play in the story?

What other organizations were mentioned? What role do they play in the story?

Stereotypes and Bias
What racial, gender, class or other stereotypes are present in this story if any?

What perspectives or voices are missing, if any?

What policy or history context, stats, facts or trends are missing, if any?
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Campaign Evaluation & Next Steps
WHAT IT IS

dia campaign, or at regular intervals (say,
bimonthly or quarterly) during media

Once you have coverage tracked and eval-

campaigns that are more than 6 months

uated, you can begin the bigger process

long.

of assessing your outcomes, strategy, research and capacity needs.

WHAT YOU NEED
•	Media Documentation Checklist,

Planning next steps begins with an overall evaluation of your media campaign.
This can happen at the end of your me-

p. 166
•	The Four-Step Reflection Check,
p. 167

WHAT YOU DO
1. Make sure you’ve documented everything. Use the media
checklist (p. 166)

documentation

to make sure you’ve documented all your hard work. This

documentation will help you and your successors improve on your work so you
don’t have to reinvent the wheel every time you do a media campaign.
2. Evaluate your campaign and plan next steops.
four-step reflection check (p. 167)

Use the accompanying

to guide your evaluation process. Give

yourselves at least two hours to have a thorough evaluation discussion with
staff and member leaders.
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Media Documentation Checklist
® Media Plan, frames, messages, story, soundbites and talking
points documented
® Press materials filed (press release, press kit etc.) in computer
and hard copy
® Coverage clipped and filed
® “Best of coverage” displayed in binder or scanned in computer
® Press list updated with accurate contact info and comments
on reporters
® Evaluation completed and filed
® Next Steps form completed and filed
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The Four-Step Reflection Check
An Evaluation and Next Steps Planning Tool to Take
Stock of Successes & Challenges in Communicating Justice

STEP 1: REFLECT ON YOUR MEDIA STRATEGY
®

Has your media strategy taken you closer to achieving your organizing goals?

®

Has it helped you build or influence your base?

®

Has it helped you build credibility and influence your targets?

®

Has it helped you neutralize your opposition?

Did you achieve your media plan outcomes?

What worked well?

What could be better?

How will you adjust your media strategy knowing what you know now?

STEP 2: ASSESS YOUR RESEARCH NEEDS
®

Have you learned more about what key players say about this issue?

®

Do you have a better understanding of targets’ weaknesses/contradictions?

®

Do you have a better understanding of your issue’s policy landscape?

What additional research do you need to do to sharpen your campaign and media strategy?

STEP 3: REFLECT ON YOUR RELATIONSHIPS
®

Have you built or strengthened relationships with other grassroots organizations through your
media work? With intermediaries?

®

Do you have stronger relationships with reporters who cover your issue?

®

Have you addressed any previous negative history with outlets or reporters through editorial
meetings or other tactics?
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What additional partnerships/relationships do you need to strengthen your media work?

What work will you need to do to maintain existing relationships with allies? With reporters?

STEP 4: REFLECT ON YOUR CAPACITY
®

Have you institutionalized media roles and processes through your media campaign work?

®

Have you identified opportunities to raise funds for media work?

®

Do you have infrastructure for tracking your press contacts, press releases and press coverage?

What next steps will you take to institutionalize/maintain media roles and systems in your
organization?

What support do you need in doing this?
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Sharing Victories & Lessons Learned
what it is

1. Claiming and sharing your victories is

Congratulations! You’ve done the cre-

2. Sharing victories shows other grass-

a key part of shaping the debate
ative work of scoping the scene, chart-

roots organizations what’s possible

ing your course, taking a stand, and

3. Sharing lessons learned helps other grass-

entering and shaping the debate. You’ve

roots organizations build from  your expe-

reflected on your challenges and suc-

rience and avoid “reinventing the wheel”

cesses and planned next steps for

4. Sharing victories with funders helps build

sharpening your strategy and build-

the field of strategic communications

ing your capacity and influence. You’ve

for racial justice and youth rights

done the gruntwork of documentation

5. Sharing victories with funders helps

and the strategic work of evaluation

your organization secure funding for

and planning next steps.

ongoing communications work

Now’s the best part – take time to pack-

WHAT YOU NEED

age and share what you’ve accomplished
and what you’ve learned. Why? Not just to

•	Case Study Outline, p. 170

brag, though bragging’s not a bad thing,

• Just Cause oakland product Clip

but for five important reasons:

package, p. 171

WHAT YOU DO
1. Write up a case study. Use the accompanying case study outline to craft your
victory story. There are infinite ways to share your victories and lessons learned
– there are as many ways as there are media tactics you can dream up. But just
like with media tactics, documentation tactics must be based on a strategic
story you want to share. The packaging and distribution follows.
2. Share your case study. Once you’ve drafted and re-drafted and finalized this
case study, you’ll be ready to post this case study on your website and ally’s
websites – share yours with us by sending an email to echo@youthmediacouncil.org! You’ll also be ready to use this case study as a narrative guide for powerpoints, mini-films, and product clip packages that highlight your materials
and coverage. See the

Just Cause Oakland product Clip package, p. 171

in-

cluded at the end of this section.
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Case Study Outline
Overview: What, who, where, when, why.

Steps to Success: Highlight the best practices of your communications work and how you accomplished them.

Challenges and Lessons Learned: What was difficult? How did you overcome it?

Impacts: What outcomes did you achieve? How was coverage changed? How was policy changed? What
new models or frameworks have you introduced, what new infrastructure or relationships were built?
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Just Cause oakland:
CreatIVe CoMMUNICatIoNs to shIFt oakLaND’s DeVeLopMeNt DeBate

The 2005 census confirmed for Just Cause Oakland

questions about the flight of communities of color

(JCO) what they already knew from organizing in

from the Bay, and Oakland Mayor Dellums adminis-

Oakland, California: people of color, and in particu-

tration’s task forces have taken a more comprehen-

lar black people, are being displaced at an alarm-

sive approach to development not focused solely on

ing rate. The survey showed that upwards of 25%

luxury housing.

of the black families in Oakland – once a cultural
and economic center for African Americans in the

STEPS TO SUCCESS:

United States – had been forced to leave in the last

•

JCO and YMC used a participatory communications process that centered the expertise

5 years alone.

of organizers and leaders in strategy development, planning, and storytelling. As a result

(YMC) for support in crafting a communications

the communications campaign was timely, rel-

campaign that would strengthen their long-term or-

evant, and addressed the authentic needs and

ganizing work to build community control over local

vision of people impacted by displacement and

development. They wanted to introduce a new frame

predatory development. Organizers and lead-

to their base and to incoming Mayor Ron Dellums

ers also developed skills in communications

that centered race and economic exploitation at the

planning and storytelling through this partici-

heart of the Oakland development debate.

patory process.

The dominant question in media coverage had

•

Just Cause Oakland
Product Clip Package

Just Cause approached the Youth Media Council

JCO framed a powerful story about forced

been: Can Oakland attract the business investment

migration. After landscaping imminent policy

it needs to be a world-class city? With the help of

fights, JCO strategically chose to frame their

YMC, Just Cause introduced a new question: Why

approach to displacement around a core story

are Black folks continually forced to move in search

of forced migration. The personal stories of

of opportunity?

member leaders JCO organizers showed that
displacement from West Oakland was yet an-

Through an intensive six-month communications

other stage of forced migration that began with

campaign that targeted low income tenants, work-

the slave trade, continued with migration from

ers and homeowners in west Oakland and city pol-

the south, and continues in the form of preda-

icy makers like Mayor-elect Ron Dellums and his

tory development today.

administration, Just Cause successfully built their
credibility and influence over the Oakland development debate.

•

JCO chose creative communications tactics
that won attention from the media and their
base – While Just Cause could have chosen a

Since the campaign, the San Francisco Chronicle

run-of-the-mill traditional presswork cam-

and local broadcast outlets have continued to ask

paign writing letters to the editor and
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placing op-eds, Just Cause instead centered

Oakland, and similar groups, to do long term com-

creative tactics to communicate to their au-

munications strategy work in communities facing a

diences and earn media coverage. Just Cause

democracy divide.

bought a 3-month lease on a billboard strategically in an empty lot by the West Oakland

IMPACTS: SHIFTING THE DEBATE

BART station, and worked with local designer

Just Cause Oakland:

Favianna Rodriguez to translate their message

•

Built media skills and capacity by creating a

into a beautiful billboard sized “advertisement”

media roles division chart for staff, and con-

against displacement. They spread the mes-

ducting a storytelling training for six Just

sage throughout the neighborhood by putting

Cause members who were the main spokespeo-

up posters with the same message and similar

ple for the campaign.

design. They also chose to organize a “West

•

Earned extensive coverage, including a fea-

Oakland Gentrification Tour” that highlighted

ture-length San Francisco Chronicle story, two

areas of luxury development and targeted dis-

major TV network stories, seven community

investment throughout West Oakland.

paper stories, and three radio stories including

Just

Cause’s creative tactics earned them high profile
coverage in local news media, including 2 major

one national NPR story.
•

Built credibility and influence. Just Cause

TV network stories and a number of newspaper

member spokespeople were the main sources

stories.

quoted in all of stories earned. By the time the
last story aired, NPR reporters consulted Just

•

JCO used their billboard, posters and media

Cause staff as an “expert” on affordable housing

coverage as tools for member development

in Oakland and were found in at least one opin-

and base-building. During outreach, JCO is

ion column in the San Francisco Chronicle.

following up with West Oakland residents to
determine what if any media they saw, and to

Just Cause’s investment and short media campaign

guage resident’s level of agreement with JCO’s

is proof that participatory communications works,

frame. JCO will use this info/data to develop

and can be a path to communities finding their

targeted outreach and education activites in

power. Just Cause is now launching a long term

the neighborhood.

organizing and communications plan to continue
the struggle for west Oaklanders’ right to live, work

CHALLENGES:

and play in the city.

Organizational capacity and dedicated funding
continue to be the biggest challenges for Just Cause
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Just Cause Oakland
Product Clip Package
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Just Cause Oakland
Product Clip Package
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Free Tracking Tools
• Google alerts: http://www.google.com/alerts
• Yahoo alerts: http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/alerts/
Clipping Services
Many clipping services have free trials. Check em out and see if they work for you.
Here are a few to try, YMC does not endorse these particular companies, we offer
them to you as options to kick off your research.
• Custom Scoop: http://www.customscoop.com/freetrial
• Cyber Alert (scans only online sources):
https://secure.cyberalert.com/ftorder.html
• Universal Information Services: http://www.universal-info.com
• Scoop: http://www.scoop.com
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Communicate Justice 101 Feedback Form
Talk back to us! Tell us what you think of this toolkit so we can make it more useful for you. We’ll update
portions of the toolkit annually, and send you new and improved versions of specific sections. You can recycle
the old sections and pop the new ones straight into your binder! But we need direction from you so please
take a few minutes to fill out this form and fax or email it back to us (contact info below).
What do like most about this toolkit?

What sections did you find the most helpful?

What did you find confusing or irrelevant?

What would you like to see more of?

What would you like to see less of?

What’s missing from this toolkit (be as specific as possible)?

How has this toolkit helped your work?

Any other comments?

Your name and organization (optional)

Please fax this form to 510.251.9810 ATTN: Associate Director. You can also download this form from
echo.youthmediacouncil.org and email it back to echo@youthmediacouncil.org.
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Participating Organizations
Berkeley Media Studies Group

Kids First Oakland

2140 Shattuck Ave., Suite 804

1924 Franklin St. Suite 310  

Berkeley, CA 94704

Oakland, CA 94612

510-204-9700

info@kidsfirstoakland.org

bmsg@bmsg.org

http://www.kidsfirstoakland.org/

www.bmsg.org
The Movement Strategy Center
Coleman Advocates

1611 Telegraph Ave., suite 510

for Children and Youth

Oakland, CA 94612

459 Vienna Street

510.444.0640

San Francisco, CA 94112

info@movementstrategy.org

Phone: (415) 239-0161

http://www.movementstrategy.org

info@colemanadvocates.org
www.colemanadvocates.org

The Praxis Project
1750 Columbia Road, NW

Creative Interventions

Second Floor

1904 Franklin St., Suite 200

Washington, DC 20009

Oakland CA 94612-2912

(202) 234-5921

510-452-8595

info@thepraxisproject.org

info@creative-interventions.org

www.thepraxisproject.org

www.creative-interventions.org
SmartMeme
The Ella Baker Center

2940 16th St., Suite 216

for Human Rights

San Francisco CA 94103

344 40th Street

415-255-9133

Oakland, CA 94609

westcoast@smartmeme.com

510.428.3939

http://www.smartmeme.org

contact@ellabakercenter.org
www.ellabakercenter.org

Youth Together
1611 Telegraph Ave #203

Just Cause Oakland

Oakland CA 94612

2485 W 14th Street

510.645.9209

Oakland, CA 94607

www.youthtogether.net

(510) 763-5877
victory@justcauseoakland.org
www.justcauseoakland.org
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rear Binder Insert

“Whoever
Controls the
News Shapes
Our Destiny”
– George Clinton

Youth Media Council
1611 Telegraph Ave. Suite 510
Oakland, CA 94612
510.444.0640
http://www.youthmediacouncil.org

